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CASEY JAMES DREAM SCORE
Dear SCORE,

I want to commend you on your mag-
azine. SCORE is definitely number one
for big-boob lovers! I purchase SCORE
on a regular basis, and you always dis-
play the most beautiful, big-breasted
women I’ve ever seen.

I have a wide collection of back issues
all the way back to 1993. My all-time
favorite is the April ’02 issue with Casey
James, SaRenna Lee, Minka, Kayla
Kleevage and Maxi Mounds  behind-
the-scenes at the “Mega-Boob Olymp-
ics.” What a piece of righteous work, and
I love all of them.

I have a few issues of SCORE that
have featured Nikki Knockers, Angel
Eyes, Lisa Lipps and Alyssa Alps (my
other favorites). Linsey Dawn McKenzie,
Lorna Morgan, Brittany Love, Haley

A Public 
Forum For Readers’ 

Letters, Comments And Suggestions.

even to this day she is oh-so-gorgeous.
However, for a very long time now I

have realized that she will never do
dick, in photos or on film. She is just a
tease. I remember seeing her in maga-
zines many years ago and I remember
receiving a “Best of SCORE” video with
my renewal in which she performed,
but not in hardcore.

She’s a tease.
That is the main reason why I will

never pay for a Danni's Hard Drive
membership. Why bother?

Hills and Julia Miles have kept my atten-
tion for quite a while as well. 

In closing, keep up the outstanding
work. Keep featuring hot women and I’ll
remain a long-time fan.

Oh yeah, I have noticed you do not do
“Dream SCORE” any more, probably
because you ran out of people to do. I
have one you haven’t done yet–Casey
James. Did I miss that one? If not, how
about one of her?–R.A., Maryland

Dear R.A.: The “Dream” Casey took a
double-team in the Aug. ’02 SCORE which
is, unfortunately, sold out.

DANNI IS GREAT, HOWEVER…
Dear SCORE,

Danni Ashe is just so beautiful. She is
great, and the current photo layout in
the Feb. ’04 SCORE is a testement that

From the sold-out Aug. ’02 SCORE,
a “Dream SCORE” bearing a strik-
ing resemblance to Casey James.

Although Feb. ’04 SCORE
covergirl Danni Ashe has
snacked on  many 
famous carpets, 
hardcore is not her
gig. Will she 
change her 
mind? Time 
will tell.
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Are bigger boobs better? Looking
at Autumn-Jade and an A-cupper,
the answer is pretty obvious. The
only question is: “Do you want to
see similar comparison pictorials
in SCORE?” Write the SCORECard
and let us know.

That’s kinda my same feeling, again,
when I see her in a new SCORE photo
layout. “Oh, yeah, she’s pretty, but why
bother?  She’s just a tease and will never
go all the way.”

One of her peers, Chloe, has “gone all
the way.” I guess Danni must feel that it
is beneath her to do the same. It is a
shame. Oh well.

Anyway, I’m a long-time subscriber
to SCORE, Voluptuous and Naughty
Neighbors. Feel free to print this letter.
Thanks.–E.D., e-mail address withheld

Dear E.D.: We agree with you 100%;
Danni Ashe is a tease. And a damned good
one! We, however, make that statement with
the utmost sincerity and respect. We have
stated this often, but will do it one more time
for the benefit of new readers: The decision
to do hardcore is a personal one to each
model, and up to the model and the model
only. At SCORE, we respect each and every
model’s decision, whether they perform
hardcore or not.  

NICE GIRLS DO FINISH FIRST
Dear SCORE,

What a joy it is to see Danni Ashe
back in the pages of SCORE! As a long-

WHAT’S THE DEAL?
SCORE is searching for the next Linsey, Sharday, Nicole Peters, Ines Cudna, 

Via Paxton…the next big-bust superstar. And we’re willing to pay big bucks to find her!

So, send in nude photos of your candidates. Polaroids, snap shots and jpegs are all
okay. There’s no better time to convince that super busty girl you have been admiring
that she belongs in SCORE because on December 1, 2004, we’re going to choose the

best busty new discovery and give her a lucrative $20,000 modeling contract.

THE RULES ARE SIMPLE:
Our editorial staff makes all decisions, and those decisions are completely subjective

and final. This contest is open to any girl who has not appeared in a magazine. 
If you’ve been in SCORE or any other men’s magazine, either as an amateur, model 

or even in phone sex ads, you are ineligible. The winner agrees to take an all-expenses
paid, working vacation in sunny, beautiful, exotic Miami, Florida, where she will be
photographed for five days in our state-of-the-art studio. The winner also agrees to 

sign SCORE’s standard model release and have her photos published in the magazine
and on our website. This competition is open to all residents of Planet Earth, void

where prohibited, 18 years old and older only, more legalese is in the official 
contest rules, which will be provided to all contestants upon request.  

Big, beautiful tits are required. Natural or augmented. So send in your photos and you
could well find yourself $20,000 richer! The addresses are: SCORE Model Search,

1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126 or score@scoregroup.com. 
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time fan of the beautiful blonde with the
hourglass figure and the enormous all-
natural boobs, your retrospective on
Danni, as well as your pictorial “Danni
Ashe 2004” (Feb. ’04 SCORE), was
much-appreciated. Danni Ashe is living
proof that nice girls do finish first, so
long as they have humongous hooters.

It has been a while since I’ve seen
Danni in the pages of SCORE. I don’t
know if her reappearance represents a
brief dalliance or the beginning of
something more longstanding. 

The reason why I bring the subject up
is that I had letters-to-the-editor pub-
lished in SCORE praising your now-
famous pictorials “Is Bigger Better?”
(April ’01) and “Is Bigger Better? Part 2”
(May ’02). Some time ago, I wrote a let-
ter suggesting that you might want to
make the “Is Bigger Better?” pictorial an
annually recurring feature, using a dif-
ferent pair of models each year. 

Indeed, just recently, one of SCORE's
sister magazines, 18eighteen, featured a
pictorial very much like it, called
“Opposites Attract: Big-boobed
Autumn & Tiny-titted Kate” (Jan. ’04),

though without the
specific theme of

a huge-breast-
ed woman
being prefer-
able to a
s m a l l -
b r e a s t e d

woman. 
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• The largest collection 

of Nicole pics in the world!

• Exclusive photos and video you 
won’t see anywhere else… because 
nobody else has photographed her!

• Gigantic photo sets!

Nicole 
Peters’ 

only home 
on the 
web is…

The largest 
collection of 
LDM pics in 
the world!

Exclusive 
photos and 
videos you 
won’t see 
anywhere!

Linsey’s 
hardcore 

debut photos 
and video 

clips!

Members-
request

photo shoots. 
You decide 
how Linsey 

should pose!

LINSEY’S
OFFICIAL
WEBSITE

Why does a big-boob glamour mag
like SCORE show clitty work like Cas-
sandra’s? Because she and we can.

http://www.nicolepeters.com/pt=scrg9103/
http://www.linseysworld.com/pt=scrg9103/
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My point is this: I’m sure Danni Ashe
is a very busy girl. But if she was able to
clear her calender to pose for SCORE
once, surely she should be able to clear
it again for SCORE to appear in a “Is
Bigger Better?” pictorial. I can't think of
a better representative of big-boobed
pulchritude than Danni Ashe. 

If you have trouble finding a compar-
atively small-breasted girl to pose, how
about Kate (34B) from the pictorial men-
tioned earlier? She was willing to pose
side-by-side with Autumn who’s a 34I-
cup, although here, admittedly, the cir-
cumstances would be different. Ideally,
of course, you would want to pair up
Danni with a girl who was an A-cup or
one who is completely flat-chested. 

As should be obvious, I’m a big fan of
your “Is Bigger Better?” pictorials (as
are many others) and would love to see
another go at this idea. And there’s
nobody more than Danni Ashe whom
I’d love to see showing off her enor-
mous bazooms shoulder-to-shoulder
with a girl whom, shall we say, Mother
Nature has rather short-changed in the
boob department. It would be a lot of
fun and yet more proof that, when it
comes to boobs, bigger truly is better.

Thanks for the Danni pictures, and
here’s hoping that more might be on the
way.–G.B., Tampa, Florida
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• FREE SHIPPING on all 

SCORE Group videos*
• SAVE 15% on all SCORE

Group products
• FREE MONTHLY INSIDER’S
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Exclusive behind the scenes photos and tit-bits

• FREE VIDEOS…For Titanium Tit Club Members Only 
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All new and current subscribers receive these exclusive benefits effective Jan. 1, 2004.

SUBSCRIBE NOW AND SAVE 60% OFF THE COVER PRICE!

MUST READ FOR ALL VIDEO BUYERS

The most beautiful babe ever featured
in SCORE? It would be hard to argue
against Welsh Wonder Lorna Morgan.



The best of all-time? She didn’t have the boob power, but for the total package,
Susanne Brecht is number one in the minds of many big-tit lovers
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THANK YOU VERY MUCH
Dear SCORE,

Just some thoughts on the Feb. ’04
SCORE. Overall it is the best issue you
have had in a long, long time. Danni
Ashe and SaRenna Lee are two great
headliners with all
the super-sized
tit-power any
SCORE -man
would ever
need. Newcummers
Saholy and Melanie
both rate very high also.
Hopefully, we’ll be seeing
more of those two real soon. And
Lorna Morgan is one of the most beau-
tiful women ever to appear in SCORE.
Her girl-next-door looks make me wish
she had been the girl-next-door when I
was growing up.

And let’s not forget about another
one of my favorites, Cassandra, who
does the girl-girl thing with Ines Cudna
and also Harmony Bliss. It’s always a
pleasure to see her in SCORE.

All around, a pretty darn good issue.
Keep up the good work.–D.N., e-mail
address withheld

THE GREATEST OF ALL-TIME?
Dear SCORE,

I know I’m tardy in writing, but I had
to tell you that the “Naturals of
Mammary Lane” feature in the Sept. ’03
SCORE brought back many fond and
erotic memories. The models featured
were fabulous: Roberta Pedon, Jeannine
Oldfield and Devon Daniels. What
wonderful memories were re-kindled
within me.

Especially gratifying for me was the

ATTENTION
SCORE®

SUBSCRIBERS
AREYOU

MOVING?
TELLUS

QUICKLY!

NicolePeters.com

JuliaMiles.co.uk

JessicaTurner.com

BlackandStacked.com

ViaPaxton.com 

SylviaPanda.com

DianePoppos.com

BigTitChaz.com

BoobCruise.com

The U.S. Post Office only forwards 
periodicals rate mail for 60 days, 

so we must have your new address 
within three weeks of your move 
to guarantee that you’ll get all 

your issues. We cannot be held 
responsible for non-delivery of 

issues due to your address change.

NOTIFY: SCORE Change of Address, 
1629 N.W. 84 Ave., Miami, FL 33126.

Please include your mailing label 
or a legible copy if available.

Continued on page 88

Readers
loved the

Feb. ’04 re-
turn of

SaRenna Lee.
Will SaRenna’s
bra come off in

SCORE again?
You betcha! We
have more Sa-

Renna photos than
any other mag, and

you’ll see them in
future issues.
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http://www.dianepoppos.com/pt=scrg9103/
http://www.bigtitchaz.com/pt=scrg9103/


JULY 2002–Scorching XXX sex with
super SCORE-girls Lisa Lipps (you gotta
see the centerfold!) and Brandy Dean.
Plus, the return of Cindy Cupps, Kelly
Madison interview and Melonie hits 50!

NOV. 2002–Some of the most beautiful
busty girls ever! Sophia, Rebecca Pauline,
Africa, Rocki Roads, Lizzie Mills, new-
comer Annie Swanson and an interview
with SaRenna. Plus, XXX anal!

AUG. 2001–Nurse Linsey Dawn in a
blood-pumping pictorial! Plus, Charlotte,
the amazing Lacey Legends, Lisa Marie
Greener, Kellei G., Nikki Diamond, Nadia
and the girls of Nudes-A-Poppin’!

MAY 2001–Starring SCORE’s Y2K new-
comer of the year, Julia Miles, plus
runners-up Jessica Justice and Ariana!
And introducing so many new models,
you have to see this issue to believe it!

MAY 2002–Full-length pictorials of
Newcomer of the Year Sharday, plus
runners-up Harmony and Inesse. Plus,
Autumn’s XXX boy-girl debut, and ultra-
hardcore fucking with Sara and Ashley.

JULY 2003–Minka, who has some of 
the biggest tits we’ve ever seen, takes
on one of the biggest cocks of her life.
Maxi Mounds & SaRenna go tit-to-tit.
Lizzie Mills, Devon Daniels and more.

AUG. 2003–Our interview with Mary
Carey has to be our most unusual ever,
and the pics are damn good, too. You’ll
also get to see bosom buddies Crystal
Gunns and Cindy Cupps and anal XXX.

MAY 2003–The best of the best! Shar-
day, Nadine Jansen, Crystal Gunns, Ricki
Raxxx, Linsey Dawn, C.J., Alyssa Alps
and Annie Swanson. Plus, Kelly Mad-
ison’s first XXX and Kayla Kleevage.

APRIL 2003–Overflowing with huge tits.
Nicole Peters makes her stunning debut,
Diane Poppos returns, Melonie Charms
has mega-mams and Angelique busts
out. Lana Lotts does Kelly Madison!

JUNE 2003–Never say never. Mistress
Rhiannon, the girl who was too far out
there for SCORE, gets her month in the
sun. Plus, Ines Cudna, Melanie Addison,
newcomer Brandy and XXX anal.

APRIL 2003–SCORE-men, here’s your
chance to catch Nicole Peters’ Voluptu-
ous debut. Hurry, because supplies are
limited. Also, Denise Davies does XXX
for the first time and Zuzanna.

MAY 2003–It’s the annual awards
issue, with brand-new pictorials of
Model of the Year Sharday and
Newcomer of the Year Nadine Jansen.
Susie Wilden & Anita Agni, too.

BUXOTICA #80–This one’s for you, SCORE -
men. Nothing but pictorials of your faves,
including Crystal Gunns, Minka, SaRenna,
Plenty UpTopp, Casey James, Julia Miles,
Maxi Mounds, Kayla Kleevage and more!

MAMAZON #71–Naturally stacked beau-
ties in the great outdoors. New pictorials
of Sharday, Kerry Marie, Chloe, Via
Paxton, Sylvia Panda, Autumn, Sammie,
Lorna Morgan, Jessica Turner and more!

MARCH 2003–Ines Cudna makes her
Voluptuous debut, and she’s all oiled up
for you. Plus, SCORE favorite Jezhabelle,
an interview with Chaka T. and XXX with
a more Voluptuous Heather Michaels.

HOLIDAY 2003–Model of the Year,
Newcomer of the Year, Plumper of the
Year and a shitload of fucking! Loaded
with all of the year’s best models
including virtually every 2003 covergirl.

JAN. ’04–If you love Nicole Peters, get
this issue! A free, 16-page calendar is a
collector’s dream cum true. Plus, Diane
Poppos, hardcore humping and lots of
the best all natural discoveries!

AUG. 2003–Nicole Peters bursts out of 
a purple bra. Autumn-Jade gets fingered
by Gyno Man. Desirae shows her tits on
the beach. Talya Faust gets naked in a
playground. And lots of XXX action.

JUNE 2003–Check out Brandy’s Voluptu-
ous debut. Cherry Brady, a top contender
for Newcomer of the Year, gets inter-
viewed and dildo-ized. Plus, Blondie and
Linsey Ward for all you SCORE-men.

SEPT. 2003–This one’s for SCORE-men!
Brandy gets interviewed and uncovered,
Ines Cudna returns in a stunning spread,
new Jessica Turner and XXX hardcore
with a slim ‘n’ stacked newcomer.
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FEB. 2003–Loaded with specials! Lisa
Lipps talks dirty in an exclusive inter-
view, plus pictorial. Kayla Kleevage at
home. Vixen’s debut. Asian natural Jade.
CLUBS SUIT OF PLAYING  CARDS.

MARCH 2003–Julia Miles rides cock
again in her XXX encore, Lovette gets
boned hard and Brittany Love rides the
fucking machine. Plus, EE-cup teen Ines,
Colt 45 returns, Inesse and lots more.

HOLIDAY 2002–Sharday returns with 
a full-length layout that’ll pop your 
buttons. Plus, Minka, Exotica, Harmony
Bliss and Autumn-Jade’s XXX encore. 
SPADES SUIT OF PLAYING  CARDS.

DEC. 2002–A seven-year retrospective of
Linsey Dawn McKenzie, featuring new
explicit photos. Plus, Crystal Gunns,
Donita Dunes, Lana Lotts and XXX anal.
HEARTS SUIT OF PLAYING CARDS.

JAN. 2003–Orsolya takes it up the ass,
Cindy Cupps’ first girl-girl, SCORE
Hardcore Awards, Ricki Raxxx’ encore,
newcomer Melanie and Tawny Peaks. 
DIAMONDS SUIT OF PLAYING  CARDS.

DEC. 2003–Our all-anal XXX bonus fea-
tures all newcomers: Kayla Cam, Ava
Divine and Josephine. The main mag fea-
tures Perfect 10 Ines Cudna, natural new-
comer Angela and Kayla Kleavage.

HOLIDAY 2003–Our annual double issue,
with Model of the Year and Newcomer
of the Year contestants, plus Hall of
Fame candidates. Loaded with all of 
the year’s best SCORE-girls!

OCT. 2003–Slim ‘n’ stacked Vanessa
Montagne is back in SCORE, and you’ve
never seen her look better. Plus, Ariana,
Sammie Black, Harmony Bliss, newcom-
ers and the hottest XXX section ever.

SEPT. 2003–Our annual all naturals
issue stars Nicole Peters, Sharday,
Kerry Marie, Diane Poppos and new-
comer Izabella. Autumn and Annie go
tit-to-tit. Anita Agni gets anally nailed!

NOV. 2003–Cathy Barry, the U.K.’s No. 1
XXX star, makes her SCORE debut with
a scorching pictorial and interview. Colt
45, Kelly Madison, Lovette, Daizie
Kellogg and Linsey, plus lots of XXX!

APRIL 2004–Interview with covergirl
Cindi Cupps, super-titters Kayla and
Maxi, Internet sex queen Rebecca
Pauline, plus Kandi Cox and five new-
comers. XXX ANAL with Hol. ’03’s Iva!

MAY 2004–Special Awards Issue, star-
ring 2003 Model of the Year Julia Miles
and 2003 Newcomer of the Year Nicole
Peters. Plus, Big-Boob Hall of Famer
Pandora Peaks and more newcomers.

FEB. 2004–The return of Danni Ashe. A
look at her 10 year career, plus NEW pho-
tos! Introducing loads of newcomers,
including Saholy, Melanie and Czech
super-natural Veronika! Plus XXX anal!

JAN. 2004–Starring Ines Cudna with a
32-page calendar. Plus, CA Recall candi-
date Mary Carey gets nailed in XXX! New
Nadine Jansen, Crystal Gunns, Julia
Miles and more discoveries!

MARCH 2004–Sleazy hardcore, including
anal with Marketa. Plus Minka, Sharday,
Misty Knight and newcomers Bianka,
Carmen, Darby and Mercedes 
in more XXX anal hardcore!
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MAIL TO: The SCORE Group, (Dept. SC0604A) 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, Florida 33126
SEND ME THE FOLLOWING BACK ISSUES. For the purpose of tracking and the security of your package, orders are shipped via express courier, except those sent to PO Boxes.
QUANTITY DISCOUNTS: Buy 6-10 for only $9 each. Buy 11 or more for $8 each. SHIPPING & HANDLING: U.S.: $10.00 (postage included) per back issue ordered. For orders going to
a P.O. Box, add $1 for each issue. Hawaii and Puerto Rico: Add $2 per issue for postage. Canada & Mexico: Add $3 per issue for postage. International customers $20 per issue (postage
included). FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to: The SCORE Group. Sorry, no foreign checks. We accept international money orders in U.S. funds
only. Credit Card orders must provide the exact credit card billing address in addition to the mailing address if the two are different. The SCORE Group is not responsible for Customs
seizures. New shipping costs are effective Nov.1, 2003. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

ORDER 24 HOURS:
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FOREVER A
NICE GIRL, BUT
NOW A LITTLE
NAUGHTY TOO!
Remember the not so
long ago days when
Nicole Peters would
barely show bush,
much less outer or
inner labia? The
panties have come off
and the dildo has
come out for 2003’s
Newcomer of the
Year–the most popu-
lar girl to hit Big-Tit-
Dom since the bra.
The action is on
pages 16 and 18 if
the anticipation is
just busting your
balls. If you can
hold off for some
light reading, we
can tell you that
not only has
Nicole promised
to show us more
of her woman-
hood than ever
before, she has
also promised
us an inter-
view for next
month in
SCORE. Will
Nicole deliv-
er? Judging
from this
pictorial,
the girl is
as good as
her word!
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A landslide winner in
2003’s Newcomer of
the Year contest in
both SCORE and
Voluptuous, Nicole
tends to be on the
quiet side. But when
we called Nicole to
congratulate her on
winning 2003’s con-
tests, she was in a
chatty mood and
basically talked our
ears off…Is living
at home with her
dad, an accom-
plished artist with
works for sale
(details next
month), loves to
dance, would
like to try girl-
girl sex and who
knows what
else one day.







Don’t
get all
crazy,
boys, 
now that
Nicole is
getting
frisky. Jack
like crazy,
even
though
Nicole gets
very embar-
rassed
when we
tell her we
love stroking
to her pho-
tos. What
can we say,
she still does
clam up a bit
when you ask
her for some
sexy details,
but that’s girls
for ya. She’s
young, and it’s
not like she’s
dancing on
tables in the
UK or making
porno flicks on
weekends. “I
live in a quiet,
little town and
I help teach
autistic chil-
dren. I love to
paint and I love
children. I can
hardly wait to
have three or
four of my own.”
Is that an open
invite, Nicole?
“I’m looking
again. I just broke
up with my boy-
friend, so I’m
available.” Will any
Tom, Dick or
SCORE-man do?
“I like funny guys
who can tell a
really good joke and
make me laugh.”
Hey, Nicole, knock,
knock…





NICOLE PETERS
AGE: 21   BIRTHDAY: February 18, 1983   HEIGHT: 5’3”   WEIGHT: 126 lbs.   MEASUREMENTS: 42-28-38  

BRA SIZE: 32J   LIVES: London, England   OCCUPATION: “I work with young, underprivileged children as a counselor.”
HONORS & ACHIEVEMENTS: Voluptuous 2003 Newcomer of the Year; SCORE 2003 Newcomer of the Year

VIDEO: On Location Costa Del Sol (X-Rated, available on DVD and video on page 25 of this issue)
PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCES: May ’04, Sept. ’03, April ’03
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At the close of the 20th century, new
Las Vegas residents Minka and Kayla
Kleevage continued their massive chestal
development. During this same time
frame, the city of Las Vegas and the gam-
ing industry entered into its phenomenal
re-expansion period. Happenstance?
Coincidence? I think not.

A mega-city needs mega-boobs and a
mega-show, like Adult Video News
Magazine’s Adult Entertainment Expo,
needs mega-babes to draw both the
industry professionals and the people
who love adult videos.

Las Vegas is the only city in the U.S.
that could be the home of this convention.
No other city radiates the 24/7 energy
level of Vegas. Even the air itself is
charged with electrical excitement.

For this fifth annual AEE (which once
used to be known as the adult portion of
the Consumer Electronics Show), SCORE
headed to the Sands Expo along with
Minka, Kayla and Vixen LaMoore to meet
and greet the faithful at the exhibit of our
national distributor Pure Play Media. To
describe the effect the SCORE-girls have
on both men and women, the words
“shock” and “awe” come to mind.

Vegas was so jammed because of the
Expo that we couldn’t get rooms within
two miles of the Las Vegas Strip. So
instead of staying at the Venetian which
feeds into the Sands, our travel agency
booked us into the Artisan, a hotel that’s
100% weird even by Vegas standards.

SCORE 21

BIG BOOBS IN THE NEWS
A C O L U M N B Y  E L L I O T  J A M E S

SCORE 21

MEGA-BOOBS CRUSH VEGAS
SCORE PARTIES AT THE ADULT VIDEO EXPO

The biggest
boobs in
Vegas
belonged to
the SCORE-
girls, especial-
ly those man-
ning our
booth, from
left to right,
Saholy, Minka,
Vixen LaMoore
and Kayla
Kleevage.
Even butt-men
like Seymore
Butts couldn’t
get enough of
busty SCORE-
babes like
Kandi Cox.
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Across the street from the Artisan was
a nude lap dance club called Sheri’s
Cabaret. Happenstance? Coincidence? I
think not. Veteran Vegas goers may
remember this place when it was called
Rick’s Tally Ho. The same company also
owns Sheri’s Ranch, a legal bordello in
Pahrump, Nevada.

Last year, over 15,000 general atten-
dees and 8,000 industry insiders showed
up for AEE. (The general public paid $40
for a daily wristband.) It looks like 2004
exceeded those figures.

Last year at the show, we ballyhooed
the Mega-Boob Olympics and Boobs Ahoy!
(Boob Cruise 2000). This year, the videos
promoted included SCORE Xtra #5 (with
Kayla and Minka busting the nuts of
masked wrestler Blue Balls), SCORE Xtra
#6, the early episodes of the Busty Dildo
Lovers series (Volume #3 featured Vixen),
Stacked and Packed, Ben Dover Does The
Boob Cruise and Voluptuous Xtra #4.

Several changes awaited everyone this
year. A new security measure required all
exhibitors and talent to pick up their own
individual badges with a picture ID and
then get their photos taken. That included

Minka, who doesn’t need a photo ID to
prove she’s Minka, if you catch our drift.

This caused massive lines because the
exhibitors couldn’t pick up the badges for
all of their personnel in one swoop. Then,
when entering the exhibit hall, the
badge’s bar code was scanned by a door-
person to verify the photo on his scanner
with the face of the person entering.

Although badges have been “illegally”
passed around for a decade, this security
policy was the answer to some incident
that occurred at last year’s show. The sys-
tem worked pretty well except on
Saturday when poor Vixen vanished off
their hard drive. She had a time-consum-
ing wait to get reinstated but fortunately
she was able to get back in.

The second change was a total ban on
alcoholic beverages imposed on the sec-
ond day that motivated the Sands Expo
bartenders to start drinking heavily as
any hopes of making tips evaporated like
the fruit juice they were left to peddle.

Besides SCORE Videos, the exhibit at
Pure Play Media was also home to
Seymore Butts and his Tushy Girls Mari
Possa and Flower, the uptown “artcore”

films of Michael Ninn and the videos of
veteran photographer Suze Randall.
Ninn never attends these shows person-
ally. His beautiful actresses like Georgia
Adair do all the greeting and meeting.
Suze herself was there for a few hours
along with her daughter Holly, a photog-
rapher following in mother’s footsteps.

Directly across from SCORE’s ultra-
mammary madness was, you guessed it,
the booth of Sheri’s Cabaret and Ranch,
and their bevy of sexy pole dancers head-
ed by a hot chick named Alexandra.
Happenstance? Coincidence? I think not.
Hey, it’s always good to have dancers and
cathouse girls as neighbors.

Seymore (Adam Glasser) is now main-
stream due to Showtime TV’s reality
series “Family Business.” Every episode
of this show follows Seymore and his
adventures in the world of making porn
as well as his personal life. He’s definite-
ly a cool guy who found success paving
his own road. (And he got to fuck Tiffany
Towers 10 years ago!)

While the Pure Play guys headed by
Richard Arnold and Sieg Badke took care
of business with the buyers, Minka and

Sometimes the best vantage point is from down below as Texas Barbie’s assistant (center) can attest. He got a good look at every
girl, including Ava (left) and May ’04 SCORE newcomer Deauxma (right, brunette), shown here posing with an anonymous lady,
who looks pretty hot. That’s the beauty of Vegas tradeshows–even the so-called “no-names” are hotter than your average lady.



The latest and greatest SCORE Xtra Volume #10 is an ass-stretch-
ing, cum-splattering fuckfest starring Lori Pleasures as a big-tit
blow-up doll. Plus, big-tit porn superstar Brittany O’Neil and
newcummers Harmony, Saholy and Sara Jay in their XXX cherry
bustings! More anal fucking than you’ll be able to shake your

stick at! Plus, all of the XXXplicit big-tit hardcore the SCORE
Xtra video series has become legendary for!

NEWRELEASE!

R INTERNET ORDERS www.eBoobStore.com RU.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760
R INTERNATIONAL +1-305-662-5959 R24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952 ORDER NOW! 

RMAIL TO: The SCORE Group (Dept. SC0604B), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
� SCORE XTRA #10 VHS (#PIX156) $39.95 plus $10.00 S&H. . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $49.95
� SCORE XTRA #10 DVD (#PIX156D) $39.95 plus $10.00 S&H . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $49.95
� YES, I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & SAVE 15%  � YES, I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & GET FREE S&H*
SCORE XTRA #10 is XXX-Rated, 120 min. Shipping & Handling: For the purpose of tracking and security of your package, orders are shipped via
express courier, except those sent to P.O. Boxes. U.S.: $10 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. Puerto Rico, Canada & Mexico:
$15 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. All other countries: $25 for the first video and $5 for each additional video. *Free
shipping offer for U.S. and Canada subscribers only. FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to The SCORE
Group. Sorry, no foreign checks. We accept international money orders in U.S. funds only. Credit card orders must provide the exact credit card billing
address in addition to the mailing address if the two are different. Videos are shipped in sturdy, discreet packaging to protect your privacy. All sales
are final. Damaged videos will only be exchanged for one of the same title if returned within 90 days of receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be 
held responsible for Customs seizures. New shipping costs are effective Nov. 1, 2003. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

� ADD $5 FOR PAL (UK) VIDEO FORMAT. INDICATE PAYMENT METHOD: �Check  �M.O. �MasterCard  �VISA �Discover  �AMEX

Name Age Card # Exp.

Telephone Number Address

City State Zip

Signature E-mail SC0604B

CREDIT CARD ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT A SIGNATURE

ANAL
FUCK
FEST!

Kayla were their mega-busting selves, as
entertaining, as funny and as satisfying as
always. Adding Vix to the mix created an
eye-popping trio that drew thousands of
sweaty maniacs blasting away pictures
and videos with trembling hands. No
other studio at the show could match the
sheer bigger-than-big breast power in the
SCORE booth, which was our goal.

During the three days of action at our
section of the exhibit, we invited numer-
ous “guest stars” to hang and pose for
thousands of camera and camcorder
packing horndogs. Towering Texas
Barbie (aka Barbie Bennett; Nov. ’03
SCORE) made a house call dressed as a
nurse with a little assistant in tow. Who
wants to be tall when you can stick your
head up Barbie’s skirt without having to
hunch down? This was a lucky dude.

Saholy, a hot, little, exotic number first
seen in Feb. ’04 SCORE and in SCORE
Xtra #10, came all the way from Indonesia
to soak in the crowds and noise of the
Expo and to meet the SCORE models
she’s only seen before on paper. This
girl’s a charmer with enough sweetness
to cause sugar shock.

Courtney isn’t super busty, but she
was nice enough to smile for The
Beat, so this is the least we can do.

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=989&cat=&page=1


And the tits just keep on coming. From the cutie pie you know as Friday
in the upper left corner, we’re going clockwise to: the asian nurses
flanking SCORE Xtra #10 newcummer Saholy; Voluptuous Xtra #7 star
Lisa Sparxx, SCORE Xtra #8 nut-buster Kelly Madison flanked by Vixen
LaMoore and Minka; Sin City super-titter Elizabeth Starr; and the girl
who would be governor, Jan. ’04 SCORE’s Mary Carey.
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Deauxma, a very sexy woman, made
her solo debut in last month’s issue and
there’s an Xtra pictorial on the way. This
was the first time that Deauxma’s gone to
an Expo. She dropped by SCORE to say
hello and didn’t resist when we pulled
her in to join the others. After watching
Deauxma greet the crowds, it’s evident
that she loves meeting people.

Darby (who did her debut in a limo in
March ’04 SCORE) joined in before she
had to leave for Cheetah’s, where she
does that lapdance thing. 

What can we say about Kelly Madison
(SCORE Xtra #8) besides that she’s an
incredibly horny and devilish nut-bust-
ing bra-buster. (That means we like Kelly
a lot.) She could have stayed at our booth
for all three days if she wanted.

Yet another very welcome special
guest was Kandi Cox (SCORE Xtra #6,
April ’04 SCORE), a truly great babe.
Motorcycle mama Kandi is another one
of those special cum-coaxers that makes
being a boob man a real pleasure.

Lori Pleasure, the “sexbot” in SCORE
Xtra #10, joined in and got to meet Saholy,
which both ladies loved. It gave Lori the
opportunity to tell Saholy face-to-face
how excited she got watching Saholy’s
assfucking and pussy shaving scene. In
fact, Lori said she watched Saholy’s scene
twice. All of these chicks were very nice
with friendly personalities, and they were
fun to be with. Not one of them had the
porn star attitude that was in full force
elsewhere that weekend.

Then there was a slinky Vegas local
who calls herself Mercedes Mounds and
dances at Sapphire’s, one of the two new
super-clubs that opened last year.
Mercedes turned out to be a real crowd
pleaser at SCORE central. Upbeat and
high-energy, just the way we like ’em.
Mercedes couldn’t keep her hands off her
pointers for a second, which every guy
with a camera liked recording.

A visitor causing one of the biggest rip-
ples in the place wasn’t even a female
with big jugs. It was a surprise appear-
ance by Mike Tyson and his entourage on
Saturday, day 3. Fortunately Mike didn’t
come by and bite Minka’s ear off for a
snack. You never know in Vegas.

There was a squad of SCORE readers,
Scoreland.com members and veteran
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➔ INTERNET ORDERS www.eBoobStore.com ➔ U.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760 ➔ INTERNATIONAL 1-305-662-5959 ➔ 24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952

DVD special guest Desirae

GET THE 160-MINUTE DVD LOADED WITH AN EXTRA HOUR OF BONUS FOOTAGE!

TWO-DISC DVD LOADED WITH AN EXTRA HOUR OF BONUS FOOTAGE! BONUS: SUPER KNOCKER SLIDESHOW ON THE DVD

OVER

3HOURS

IF YOU LOVE BIG TITS THESE
TWO VIDEOS ARE A MUST SEE!

R MAIL TO: The SCORE Group (Dept. SC0604C), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
❏ ON LOCATION KEY LARGO VHS (#VD47) $29.95 plus $10.00 S&H . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $39.95
❏ ON LOCATION KEY LARGO DVD (#VD47D) $29.95 plus $10.00 S&H. . . . . . . TOTAL: $39.95
❏ ON LOCATION COSTA DEL SOL VHS (#VD120) $39.95 plus $10.00 S&H . . . TOTAL: $49.95
❏ ON LOCATION COSTA DEL SOL DVD (#VD120D) $49.95 plus $10.00 S&H . . TOTAL: $59.95
❏ I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & SAVE 15%   ❏ I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & GET FREE S&H
❏ ADD $5 PER VIDEO ORDERED FOR PAL (UK) VIDEO FORMAT.
R On Location Key Largo and On Location Costa Del Sol are X-Rated. Shipping & Handling: For the
purpose of tracking and security of your package, orders are shipped via express courier, except those
sent to P.O. Boxes. U.S.: $10 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. Puerto Rico, Canada
& Mexico: $15 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. All other countries: $25 for the first
video and $5 for each additional video. FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders
payable to The SCORE Group. Sorry, no foreign checks. We accept international money orders in U.S.
funds only. Credit card orders must provide the exact credit card billing address in addition to the mail-
ing address if the two are different. Videos are shipped in sturdy, discreet packaging to protect your pri-
vacy. All sales are final. Damaged videos will only be exchanged for one of the same title if returned
within 90 days of receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. New
shipping costs are effective Nov. 1, 2003. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

R INDICATE PAYMENT METHOD: ❏ Check   ❏ M.O.   ❏ M/C  ❏ VISA   ❏ Discover  ❏ AMEX  

Name Age

Card # Exp.

Telephone Number

Address

City State Zip

E-mail

Signature
R CREDIT CARD ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT A SIGNATURE      SC0604C
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Boob Cruisers (Ray, Ricky, Jonesy and
Bob) and our Brit correspondent “T” in
town. They were counting on a breastac-
ular, and we hope they got it. We also got
to meet and thank our Boob Brother, Jose
(aka “Crazy Jose”) of the Breast
Expansion Archive, who always has good
words to write about SCORE. Stay loco,
Jose, and no worries.

Other SCORE babes spotted all over
the place included the girl who would be
California Governor Mary Carey (Busty
Dildo Lovers #4), Brittany Andrews (sever-
al Boob Cruise vids), Kim Chambers
(June ’03 SCORE), Friday (SCORE Xtra
#6), Diane Diamonds (a hardcore pictori-
al in the SCORE special magazine
Buxotica), Sofia Staks (March ’00 SCORE),
Sexy Anne Marie (Feb. ’03 SCORE), Sara
Jay (SCORE Xtra #10), Elizabeth Starr
(Oct. ’00 SCORE), Taylor Wane (Dec. ’99
SCORE), Ava Divine (Dec. ’03 SCORE)
Alexis Amore (SCORE Xtra #7) and Lisa
Sparxxx (Voluptuous Xtra #7).

Standing next to Minka, I spotted
Danni Ashe (Feb. ’04 SCORE) a few feet
away and waved. She saw us and came
over to say hi. Danni and Minka hadn’t
seen each other in a long time and from
my point of view, it was great to see them
together again. It hit me as we talked that
it was almost ten years ago that they
kissed each other’s nipples in the London
studio of John Graham. How time flies.

There’s nothing that Vixen loves better
than to play dress-up, and she’s really
good at it. On the second day, she came as
one of those Japanese comic-book school-
girls with the wildly stylized hairdo,
plaid skirt and everything else that makes
a hyper-sexy anime character. You should
have been there and seen Vixen’s huge
rounded, mounded cleavage, which
drives Chinese waiters (and your friend-
ly, neighborhood SCORE columnist)
goofy with excitement. But no worries,
boob brothers. Log into Scoreland.com
where you can see a video of the Expo
action at the SCORE exhibit.

And that’s the deal from fa-boob-lous
Las Vegas. Everybody spun, everybody
won. We give thanks to the universe for
giving us big breasts of every kind and
for the women who love to show them to
us in SCORE magazine. See you next 
year in Sin City!

Bikinis, lingerie and
pasties were the name
of this game, as all of
the ladies, including
Alexandra (upper left),
Mercedes Mounds
(above) Vanna Lace
(left), pleased guys by
showing as much as
the morality police
would allow.



It’s kinda weird
calling Vanessa
Blue a “new”
model. Yes, this is
her first time in
SCORE, but she’s
been humping on
camera since
1996, so well in
fact that she’s one
of the most lusted
after black and
stacked chicks in
the porn world, has
made over 100
films, has a brand
new website and is
now branching out
into directing and
producing her own
adult films. The
girl has done it all,
except for one
eensy, weensy
thing. “I wanted to
be in SCORE!”
says Vanessa, who
has no problem
telling it like it is.
“If you have big
tits, you have to 
be in SCORE!
Plain and simple!”
Spoken like a true
SCORE-girl!

BLUE-BALLS,
ANYONE?
START
YOUR
STROKIN’!
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So, who is Vanessa Blue and what’s
she all about? Born in Texas, raised
in Nebraska, lives in California,
Vanessa was training to be a para-
medic in 1996 before she started
dancing in the O.C. for some extra
cash. Then she did a girl-girl video
in 1997 called “Black Snatch,” and
she’s never looked back. Her favorite
sex toy is the Fukouoku 2000, she
loves “female superior” sex, women
who act like women, sexual role
playing and answering all of her own
e-mail, but only the “good man-
nered” ones. “Too many people have
forgotten how to speak to a lady.”
C’mon SCORE-men, make us proud!





VANESSA BLUE
BIRTHDAY: May 27th HEIGHT: 5’3” WEIGHT: 125 lbs.

MEASUREMENTS: 42-29-38 BRA SIZE: 36F
BORN: Beaumont, Texas LIVES: California

WEBSITE: www.VanessaBlue.com





A softie despite her dominant sexual ten-
dancies, Vanessa actually took three
years off from the adult world to spend
more time with her family. (“My mommy
and twin baby sisters needed me.”) But
now she is back in the jizz-biz and is
turning to the Internet with the same
passion she has making fuck-n-suck
films. “I have so many fantasies I’d like
to share, and I fully intend to use my web-
site as my platform to do all the nasty
things that most video companies would
never allow me to do!” You go, girl! And,
if you go online, check out our latest
SCORE-girl at www.vanessablue.com.
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It’s SCORE Groupie confession time: We’d all love to fuck
Marketa! Wives and girlfriends, our apologies. But com-
pared to this curvy, beautiful, horny Czech-mate who also
has some of the fullest, softest, spongiest titties we’ve
ever seen, most other women might as well be men.

PLAIN AND SIMPLE: ONE OF THE
BEST FUCKS IN THE WORLD!
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Take a good look at this classically beautiful
face, then imagine her fragrant breath breath-
ing sweet somethings into your ear, her delicate
fingers gently stroking your cock while her thick
nipples caress your arm. The breathing stops as
you feel her silky hair slide down your stomach,
her breasts massaging your thighs, those gor-
geous lips taking the first inch of your shaft,
and then another and another until you disap-
pear completely, her eyes looking up at you
with desire. It can’t get any better, you think.
Until her tight, hot pussy grabs your cock and
her orgasmic squeals liven your senses. Only
then do you know…Heaven is a SCORE-girl in
heat. A SCORE-girl named Marketa!





MARKETA
AGE: 20 BIRTHDAY: September 12, 1983 HEIGHT: 5’4” WEIGHT: 128 lbs.
MEASUREMENTS: 42-26-36 BRA SIZE: 38E LIVES: Trebic, Czech Republic

PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCES: March ’04 (SCORE Xtra with anal), Holiday ’03 (debut pictorial)
VIDEO: Hard SCORE (XXX-Rated, turn to the Video Club on page 98 to order, video review on page 8 of SCORE Xtra)
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Not only a great fuck but a
great tit-fuck, one of life’s
toughest decisions would be
where to put your manhood
given a week of lust with
Marketa. Her pussy is juicy
and tight, a love vaccum
few women possess. But it’s
those incredibly soft, engulf-
ing breasts that would drive
any tit-lover crazy. Wrapped
tightly around your cock, yet
spongy and responsive to
every stroke and as soft to
the touch as a velvet pillow,
her cleavage is the stuff of
dreams. Unfortunately, until
that cloning thing gets
crankin’, most of us are
doing mags and video. For
the paper, there’s SCORE.
For the DVD, there’s Hard
SCORE. Both are big 
slices of hooter 
heaven.
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THE SCORE INTERVIEW

say it when I saw the cover. “Oh my
god, I look like Stifler’s mom!” I told a
couple of my friends, showed them the
cover, and they said the same thing.
SCORE: A mother we’d all like to fuck!
COLT 45: Yeah, but I thought she was a
bit fat looking in that movie.
SCORE: But you’re not, and you are
quite fuck-worthy.
COLT 45: (Laughing) Well, that just
makes me feel a whole lot better! I did
appreciate being on the cover, though.
It’s always great to be in SCORE and to
be on the cover is even better. Boy, it’s
loud sounding. Maybe the hotel people
are listening in.

SCORE: Feel free to talk dirty.
COLT 45: You know I don’t do that.
SCORE: Okay, interview over!
COLT 45: That’s just not my style. I don’t
even like to dress slutty. I keep it real
low-key, unless I’m in a club.
SCORE: Where are you dancing now?
COLT 45: In Louisiana on the outskirts
of Shreveport at…jeez, I can’t remem-
ber. I’m like that. People will ask me
where I was, and I just look like a
dummy because I can’t remember.
SCORE: Still dancing a lot?
COLT 45: I try to go out every other
week. Oh, I remember where I am this
week. I’m at the Wild Orchid.

Interview By BRUCE ARTHUR
If all feature dancers were like Colt

45, well, we’d have no hardcore videos,
that’s for sure. But the world would be
one helluva great place.

Much to the dismay of big-titty porn
guys the world over, Colt 45 doesn’t do
the dick on camera. Still, a nicer, more
talkative lady you’ll never find, so we
consider that a good trade-off. 
SCORE: How’s it going Stifler’s mom?
COLT 45: God, can you believe that?
SCORE: Just so our readers know, after
your Nov. ’03 SCORE cover, you got the
American Pie references.
COLT 45: Actually, I was the first one to

TIT-CHATWITH THE STAR OF BUSTYDILDO LOVERS #4







SCORE: And, where will you be in June?
COLT 45: That I know. In Hawaii! At the
Crystal Palace and the Crazy Horse. It’s
like a paid vacation. They put us right
on the water. It’s great.
SCORE: You’ve been dancing…God, as
long as I can remember.
COLT 45: I started in 1991.
SCORE: In this world of nomadic fea-
tures, you still have the same cell phone
number you’ve had for years.
COLT 45: Yep. I have moved homes,
though. When I first started featuring, I
figured I was on the road so much, I
might as well rent out my house. Thirty
people wanted to rent it, so I thought,
“Man, I could have rented out 30 hous-
es.” It was actually a good push,
because I started buying houses, and I
have 10 now. I buy foreclosures, gut
them, then rent them out.
SCORE: The Carlton Sheets method?
COLT 45: No, hell no. I don’t watch that
stuff. I figured it out on my own, like
everybody else could do if they wanted
to. I’m like that. I’m very independent,
and I like to do things on my own, be
accountable to no one but myself.
SCORE: Life sounds pretty good. Do
you still enjoy dancing?
COLT 45: Sure, but I have to retire some
time, right? I’ll probably give it two
more years at the most.
SCORE: How do you keep the passion?
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COLT 45: Actually, I’m more of a come-
dian and I love entertaining people.
Before I started, I was a waitress and I
used to always make people laugh.
SCORE: Where did you waitress?
COLT 45: El Chico’s at night, and I un-
loaded 18-wheelers at the K-Mart by
day. In San Antonio.

SCORE: But, you’re a girl!
COLT 45: It doesn’t matter. I love to
work. I’ve been working since I was 13.
My first job was at Taco Bell. I don’t
know why, but I just love to work. I get
bored if I don’t do something. I guess I
am “old school.” That’s why I haven’t
retired yet. I need to do something and

I can’t just fish all the time. I love to
work, but there are some things I won’t
do, like porn. I need to know some-
body more than a couple of hours
before I do it. I tell everybody I know,
“Ya gotta love me to do me.” 
SCORE: Who loves ya now?
COLT 45: (Laughing) My mamma!



COLT 45
BIRTHDAY: July 18
HEIGHT: 5’7” WEIGHT: 132 lbs.
MEASUREMENTS: 52-26-36
BRA SIZE: 36I 
BOOB WEIGHT: “Howard Stern weight-
ed them at 3-1/2 pounds each!” 
LIVES: Corpus Christi, Texas 
FAVORITE TV SHOW: “Friends. I don’t
know what I’m going to do now.”
FAN CLUB: centerfoldcolt45@cs.com
PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCES:
Nov. ’03, March ’03, Jan. ’02, Sept.
’00, April ’00, Holiday ’98, April
’98, Oct. ’97, Jan. ’97, May ’96,
Oct. ’94, Feb. ’94
VIDEO: Busty Dildo Lovers
#4 (X-Rated, available
in the Video Club on
page 98 of 
this issue)





SCORE: And, not Denise Derringer.
COLT 45: No, we’re just friends. I knew
she would do good, though. When I
brought her to see Peter [Wall, SCORE
staff photographer], I knew she would
be great. Ya’ll did a great job on her in
that January issue. That was beautiful.
SCORE: Back to the K-Mart days, that
was 11 or 12 years ago?
COLT 45: Right. I was unloading clothes

and boxes. Not the really heavy stuff. I
loved doing it. But, the waiters at El
Chico’s, most of whom were gay,
would tell me all the time, “Girl, with
your body you need to be a dancer.”
They got me drunk on beer, took me to
a gay bar and I danced for women. I fig-
ured, because they had the same things
I did, it was okay. I was very shy then.
SCORE: So shy that you danced on stage

in a bar full of horny gay women?
COLT 45: (Laughing) I was drunk. The
girls went crazy, too. My friends told
me I was passing up $20 bills because I
was too drunk to see them. The little
black deejay was a girl, and when one
of my pasties broke off, she almost
broke her neck getting over that deejay
booth to run on stage and help me get
the pasty back on. Then, she cornered
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me in the dressing room after the show
to try and make out with me. Four
months later, some friends had a travel-
ling show, and I tried it and have been
dancing ever since then.
SCORE: Any favorite club?
COLT 45: Hmmm…I would have to say
On The Border in Milwaukee. Nice
people, great guys and just a lot of fun.
SCORE: How does a guy get your atten-
tion when you’re on stage?
COLT 45: Hands me a stuffed animal or

something very touching. Flowers and
stuffed animals. I like those and always
remember them. One guy put a big
stuffed animal on stage before I came
out, and I was like, “Oooh!” (Laughing)
It was a big Winnie The Pooh.
SCORE: What’s your favorite animal?
COLT 45: I like monkeys. Orangutans,
in particular, but I like them all. 
SCORE: Favorite flower.
COLT 45: I love orchids.
SCORE: No booze?

COLT 45: Not any more. I just can’t han-
dle it anymore. My body does not like
alcohol. Too many horrible hangovers.
SCORE: Not the party animal any more?
COLT 45: I do at the clubs. I’ll hang with
guys and drink every chance I can get.
Just not as much as I used to. I’ve never
been one to stay in the dressing room
and stare in a mirror like some girls. I’m
more down-to-earth, and I like to hang
out with people. That always surprises

Click here to continue

“What’s the big deal, Stanley? Tits are tits!”

“I CAN SUCK THE CHROME OFF A TRAILER HITCH!”





It’s official:
Big-Tit-Dom is
smack dab in
the middle of
an Eastern
Euro big-tit
renaissance.
Ines Cudna,
Iva, Marketa,
Cassandra,
Veronika…
That water in
and around the
Czech Repub-
lic has got the
magic ingredi-
ent, and here’s
the newest
beneficiary.
Milly is her
name, she’s
slim, stacked,
100% natural,
doesn’t speak
a lick of Eng-
lish, but who
cares? Milly
speaks the
international
language of big
titties, and
looking at her
first-ever pho-
tos, she’s
damned fluent.

CZECH
MATE
NEXT
DOOR
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Milly







MILLY
BIRTHDAY: June 15, 1979 AGE: 24

HEIGHT: 5’7” WEIGHT: 118 lbs.
MEASUREMENTS: 38-22-34 BRA SIZE: 32DD
BORN, RAISED & LIVES: Prague, Czech Republic

OCCUPATION: Waitress



With saucer-sized
areolae and an
itty-bitty waist,
Milly is that clas-
sic Barbie-doll
big-titter so often
sought after, but
so rarely found. 
A track star in
grade school, her
legs are lean, her
body lithe and
those dugs…
yowza! They ain’t
salt water taffy,
but her pliant
dugs would sure
taste sweet
between our front
teeth. As for per-
sonality, Milly
looks quite frisky,
but the truth is,
she could be a
mute and who
would care? Easy
on the eyes and
big in the chest
make up for
everything.
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companies, like Lifekey Healthcare, Inc.,
distributors of Enzyte, have even taken
to sponsoring a Nascar  team to go along
with their creative cable TV advertising.
Other companies have advertised on
Howard Stern and bought informercial
ads in target rich publications like
Maxim and Playboy.

With all of the testimonials from both
men and women, these pills have to
work, right? After all, if they sponsor a
race car in the Nascar Busch Series, there
has to be some truth to the claims?

That depends on who you get the
“truth” from.

The medical truth is that all of these
pills contain herbs and minerals, many
of ancient Chinese origin with near
mythical aphrodisiac qualities, that have
either been proven or are reputed to
increase blood flow, although none have
been proven to do so specifically in the
human penis. 

The goal of all penis enlargement
pills, at least the medically stated philos-
ophy is that during arousal, arteries in

the penis relax, allowing an increase in
blood flow. This blood flow fills the cor-
pora cavernosa–the spongy chambers of
the penis–creating a firm, swelling effect
we affectionately call a “boner.” By
increasing blood flow, you can get a big-
ger, fuller erection, the logic goes.

There are critics, many critics, who
state rather emphatically that no one
herb or a combination of herbs like
Ginseng, Yohimbe, Saw Palmetto or (our
personal favorite) Horny Goat Weed
have been clinically proven to do any-
thing about penis size.

Dr. Glenn Braunstein, a noted
endocrinologist, has spoken out publi-
cally in objection to penile supplements
stating that, “I am unaware of any scien-
tific or medical evidence that can sup-
port or justify the advertising represen-
tations as to penis length.” 

Other penile enhancement providers
also dispute the effectiveness of any
magic pill out there.

“What we do works,” says Brandon
Reece, president of Reece Marketing of

Article By MILES HAMILTON
The promises come fast and furious.
“Gain up to 3+ full inches in size!”
“Increase your penis girth 25%!”
“100% money back guarantee!”
And, if you have e-mail, they come

often. More often than you, your boss or
even your kids with AOL restrictions
would prefer.

Yes, we’re talking about the latest,
greatest medical miracle that has seem-
ingly taken over the electronic super-
mailway–the get a bigger dick phenom-
enon…guaranteed.

Striking at the heart of the male psy-
che, preying on most every man’s innate
feeling of inadequacy and the need for
just one more inch to make himself a
“real man,” so-called “pharmaceutical”
companies world-wide are pumping
out so much male enhancement prod-
ucts, it’s a wonder the Earth’s entire
male population isn’t walking bow-
legged from all of the extra weight
between their legs.

Some of the more marketingly brazen

Can these miracle pills make your dick bigger?
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St. Joseph, Missouri, who has operated
www.penilefitness.com since 1999, a
non-medicinal, exercise regimen for
penis growth. “You get tiny little fiber
tears in the cells, similar to what hap-
pens with a muscle. It heals and
becomes a little stronger, a little larger.”

There is some back-up to Reece’s
beliefs. To this day, members of the
Sadhu tribe of the upper Ganges hang
weights from their penises until they
reach such dimensions that their owners
have to tie a knot in them (reportedly up
to 18 inches). 

And Reece is racking in the dough. In
his first year in business, he reportedly
received more than six million hits on
his website and has a clientele of over
50,000 men who have paid $39.95 or
more to learn Reece’s secret exercise.

We’ll give you a taste for free.
“Pull your penis directly out in front

of you until you feel a good stretch in the
middle of your penis and at the base.
Hold this stretch for a 10-count and
repeat three more times. Now, slap your
penis against your leg about 50 times to
get the blood back in where you have
been squeezing.”

A big cock, via exercise.
Why not? If history has shown us

anything, it’s that the schlang has
always been king.

Visitors to Dorset, England get their
own marketing blast in the form of the
Cernes Abbas Giant, a second century
A.D., 180-foot figure cut into a chalk hill-
side sporting a 25-foot boner. Ancient
Japanese books are illustrated with guys
sporting thigh-size hard-ons. Roman art
is littered with images of the supernatu-
rally sized deity Priapus and the Kama
Sutra is loaded with some major wood.

Has mankind grown as a species? We
jumped out of the trees, walked to  the
horizon and beyond, sailed out in boats
when the world was supposedly flat
and headed to the heavens hoping to
find divinity. Now, we’ve come full cir-
cle and are all obsessed with the cave art
drawings of men with huge dicks.

And the internet is loaded with sites
to show you how, many claiming to be
“objective” websites that review
enhancement products, though the
objectivity is questionable at best when
they are sponsored by enhancement
companies and/or contain links to spe-
cific websites selling enhancement pills.

To date, Consumer Reports has not con-
ducted their study.

SCORE TESTING NOTES
Honestly, we were hoping for big-things–literally, figuratively and phallically. The best we got in

return was…a nice, tingling sensation when we took a whiz. The worst? Leg Sex editor Chris
James’ heart started racing after he took the Enlarge Plus penis pills, and though we assured him
it was probably from the anticipation of being hung like Man of War as opposed to Sea Biscuit, we
told him to stop after one night. Then, we gave those pills to our IT guy here at SCORE, Jerry
Thomas, and he reported the same anxiety. Therefore, Enlarge Plus got tossed from our non-sci-
entific, completely subjective study. Yes, there is a huge margin of error, the highest educational
degree amongst our crew is doctor of laws, not medicine, and, well, you get the idea. We’re not
scientists. We’re just horny SCORE Groupies, who were hoping for the best.

SCORE editor Michael Uwate (Ultimate Enhancement and Enzyte): “I’m the guy with the nice, tingling
sensation when I took a pee. I took ‘Ultimate Enhancement’ for one month, and it did promise to detox
and tonify, so I guess they kept their promise. My pee was as clear and crisp as rocky mountain spring
water. Call Pete Coors! What Ultimate Enhancement didn’t promise is I would be pissing like a girl for
a month–every 10 minutes–so that was a special added bonus. As for length and girth…no enhance-
ment whatsoever. I kept looking down there thinking, ‘Come on, you can do it!’ That dog just would-
n’t hunt. And, oh joy, I got to do all kinds of exercises to, how did they put it, ‘accelerate penile
growth.’ Stretching here, pulling there–not exactly something you want your kid walking in on. Ultimate
Enhancement did ask for comments, so I should have sent them a copy of SCORE. You want to accel-
erate growth, here ya go, buddy! As for Enzyte, which is really herbal Viagra, they have a long way to
go. I tried Viagra once, and I got wood so hard and long, I could have cut glass and lots of it. With
Enzyte, no growth. No girth. Sorry guys. No wonder drug here.”

Boob Beat Columnist and associate editor Elliot James (Virility Pills–VPRX): “Nothing. Just a
limp noodle! I guess I’m going to have to go back to Mike’s [Uwate] old penis pumps. I didn’t
have a heart attack, so that’s a good thing. I was really worried about Ephedra, and even looking
at the ingredients, they speak in herbal tongues so it’s hard to determine exactly what everything
is. If I was to recommend anything to anybody, it would be to not waste your money or take a
health risk before talking to your doctor.”

SCORECARD editor Bruce Arthur (Power Enlarge Pro and Enzyte): “I was the lucky man who got to
use Power Enlarge Pro. Michael gave me that one because he loved the name and he figured I’m an
old geezer who could use all the help possible. Believe me when I tell you this, I wanted this to work.
Sixty bucks a month for huge results is nothing compared to $600 a month on lapdances. I didn’t get
a tingling sensation when I pissed, nor did I get two extra inches and 25% growth in girth. Nothing.
Nothing at all. It may as well have been a placebo. With Enzyte, I did feel that my boner was harder
than normal, but it may have been wishful thinking. It could have also been because I have Ines Cudna
and Nicole Peters calendars hanging on my walls and I just love those two girls. Since I’ve stopped
taking the Enzyte, I haven’t noticed any wood difference, so I guess it was the calendars after all!”

“Jeez, Helen, if jacking to SCORE won’t make it bigger, what will?”



But SCORE has, and the results were,
much to our dismay and in spite of high
hopes, uniformly dismal. (See testing
notes on page 59.)

Not for lack of effort, mind you. Our
staffers followed the instructions faith-
fully and our rather embarrassed editor
took one for the team by volunteering to
take the pills that required a supplemen-
tary and daily exercise regimen consist-
ing of penile exercises, all in the name of
science and, more importantly, a bigger
cock. 

We were all hoping to “Maximize Our
Potential” as Enzyte stated in its litera-
ture or “Enhance  Girth” as Enlarge Pro
claimed, and we relied on the “many
years” of developmental research touted
by just about every manufacturer to
help our wood grow to the size of a red-
wood.

Now, we just feel like complete
morons…loaded up on Yohimbe and a
shitload of other herbal supplements
with asian sounding names you can
barely spell, much less pronounce.

Unfortunately, we’re not alone.
The penis growth phenomenon has

grown to a billion dollar industry world-
wide. Between enhancement surgery,
patches, pills and, we kid you not, hyp-
nosis, companies are selling and men are
buying the hope of being hung, and con-
sumers are getting bombarded from all
fronts. E-mail, snail mail, television,
newspapers and magazines. On a recent
trip to South Beach, SCORE’s editor
even saw a plane trailing a banner that
read: “Want A Bigger Penis. Call…”

Enough already.
The pills don’t work.
There, we said it.
Some of the penis enhancement com-

panies have said it also, though some
under subpoena.

The most celebrated case of fraud in
the penis pill industry involved C.P.
Direct, a Scottsdale, Arizona company
that “developed” Longitude, one of the

more popular penis pills before
agents from the U.S. Customs
Service and the Arizona

Department of Public
Safety shut it down on

May 23, 2002.
Not only did the

company sell bigger
dick pills, they also
sold Full and Firm,
advertised as an
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No Help Needed…Celebs who are reportedly packing

Active Ingredients? Apparently, It’s An Herbal Thing.

In his 1995 book Penis Size and Enlargment: Facts, Fallacies and Proven Methods (Hourglass Book
Publishing), Gary Griffen devotes an entire chapter to “Well-endowed celebrities.” Here are some exerpts.
JIMI HENDRIX: “Rock's premier psychedelic guitarist was hung like a bull. Scores of groupies spread the
word that his cock was ‘damn near as big as his guitar.’”
MILTON BERLE: “It's ‘a well-established fact’ that ‘Uncle Miltie’ is the King Cock of Hollywood.”
ERROL FLYNN: “The late actor best-known for his salty swashbuckling roles delighted in exhibiting
his manhood to close friends.”
CARY GRANT: “A former amanuensis of Grant wrote to me, stating that [Grant’s] flaccid cock lied flat
against his belly, almost reaching his navel. A size 8 (20 cm).”
DON JOHNSON: “One look at the phallus that made Miami Vice a prime-time staple and you can see
why Melanie Griffith married him twice.”
STEVE MCQUEEN: “According to one of his lovers: Like two Coors beer cans welded together.”
EDDIE MURPHY: “Star of Beverly Hills Cop, Murphy is known to be very well hung–probably in the
8-9” (20-22 cm) range.”
LIAM NEESON: “His reputation as a truly BIG star is now widely disseminated.”
DAVID CASSIDY: “With monster phallic genes inherited from dad Jack Cassidy, it was
inevitable that son David would be a ‘chip off the old block.’”
SHAUN CASSIDY: “David isn't the only Cassidy boy with a lot to crow about… 
A reader of an earlier edition of this book claims… ‘a good approximation of his
size is 8” (20 cm) in circumference and 9 to 9-1/2” (22-23 cm) in length.’”
WARREN BEATTY: “Women who have enjoyed Beatty's amorous advances
swear that he is hung like a donkey.”
MIKHAIL BARYSHNIKOV: “Nine inches of Russian salami, claims a former
paramour.”
TOM JONES: “Loyal fans fight for front-row tickets to get a glimpse of that leg-
endary bulge in his peter-pinching tights.”
HUMPHREY BOGART: “Sources claim that he sported a pendulously long cock.”

Most penis pills contain the same herbal ingredients, sporting legendary claims. Here’s a look at a few of
the more common ones used in enhancement pills.
YOHIMBE: An evergreen botanical native to Africa, believed to be a traditional male aphrodisiac and
used worldwide for the treatment of impotence.
MUIRA PAUMA: Native to Brazil, it has long been thought to improve libido and increase sexual
potency. A French study showed 62 percent of patients with loss of libido had significant improvement
while 51 percent of patients with erectile dysfunction reported benefits from Muira Pauma.
SAW PALMETTO: Sold in grocery stores as a dietary supplement, Saw Palmetto is widely consid-
ered to be benefical for prostate health. Native Americans used the berries as a treatment for impotence.
CATUABA: The historic traditional use of this herbal tonic is legendary. Many say it is the most famous
of all the Brazilian aphrodisiac plants.Many songs praising its wonders have been sung by the Brazilian
Indians. It is often used in combination with Muira Puama for tonifying the male sexual and urinary organs,
specifically as an aphrodisiac and for impotence. There is a saying in South America that says, “Until a
father is 60, the son is his; after that the son is Catuaba’s.” It is said that regular consumption of Catuaba
bark leads first to erotic dreams, which are later followed by increased libido. Catuaba is considered an
“innocent” aphrodisiac, meaning no adverse side effects have been reported in its use.
GINKGO BILOBA: Ginkgo is considered the oldest living tree species on earth. Used to increase
arterial blood flow, which many clinicians believe has a beneficial effect on sexual function in men.
GINSENG: Chinese, Korean and American Ginseng are commonly sold to stimulate healing of wounds
and white blood cell lymphocytes. Used for more than 1,000 years in the Far East, Native American tribes
have used American Ginseng for hundreds of years to help with sexual problems. Almost
all the Ginseng grown for the world today is grown in Marathon County, Wisconsin
and then exported to China.
HORNY GOAT WEED: (Also known as Epimedium Sagittatum Extract) 
A Chinese herb often referred to as a “Yang tonic.” Epimedium is commonly
used as an aphrodisiac and aids in relieving sexual dysfunction. 
L-ARGININE: An amino acid thought to improve erections, 
L-Arginine helps transport nitrogen through the body. L-Arginine
supplementation has been successful in improving fertility in men
by increasing low sperm count and motility. L-Arginine produces
a natural growth hormone, thus helping to increase the erect
size of the erectile tissue in the penis.



Normally with Big-
Boob Hall of Fame
inductees, we provide
a photo retrospective
of their careers. But
when we were review-
ing our archival photo
stash of 2003 nomi-
nee Tawny Peaks, we
lucked into discover-
ing this unpublished
layout. In 1993, when
these photographs
were shot by John
Graham, Tawny was
just beginning her
modeling and dancing
career. She was a star
on the rise when we
invited her to sail with
us on SCORE’s first
Boob Cruise in 1994.
The petite Michigan
native wooed the Boob
Cruise pioneers during
that first voyage and
went on to become
one of the most popu-
lar dancers of the fab-
ulous, big-boob 90’s.

2003 
INDUCTEE
TAWNY 
PEAKS
RARE, NEVER
PUBLISHED
PHOTOS OF
A LIVING
LEGEND.

NEWLY DISCOVERED PHOTOS CIRCA 1993







TAWNY PEAKS
HEIGHT: 5’ WEIGHT: 123 lbs. BORN AND RAISED: New York City 

PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCES: Jan. ’03, July ’01, April ’01, Sept. ’00, March ’99 (boy-girl), July ’98, Jan. ’97, 
Nov. ’95, July ’95 (girl-girl with Tiffany Towers), April ’95, March ’95, May ’94, Feb. ’94, July ’93

VIDEO: Boob Cruise ’94 (At www.eBoobStore.com;  1-800-421-0760 in North America; +1-305-662-5959 elsewhere)
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A 2003 Big-Boob Hall of Fame Inductee,
along with Pandora Peaks (May ’04
SCORE) and Tiffany Towers (Tiff’s induc-
tion will be in the July ’04 SCORE), Tawny
beat out SCORE’s first-ever covergirl, L.A.
Bust, by a meager 23 votes for 2003’s final
spot, joining 2002 Hall of Fame inductees
Traci Topps, Busty Dusty and Devon
Daniels. Congratulations Tawny, for
joining SCORE’s select sorority of
the very best of the best.
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people, that I’m down-to-earth.
SCORE: What’s the impression, and
what’s the reality?
COLT 45: I think men are really scared
when they don’t know me. I remember
when I would go shoot pool with
Denise and some friends, and guys
would avoid me. I never knew why,
and some of my friends would tell me,
“You’re scaring the hell out of people.
You’re too pretty, and they all think
you’re going to tell them to go fuck off
or something.” I never thought of
myself like that.
SCORE: Do you think you’re beautiful?
COLT 45: I’m okay. I wouldn’t go as far
as beautiful. I guess I’m just average.
My boobs are what grab so much atten-
tion. Even though I try to dress down,
you can’t hide these puppies. They’re
so soft, too. All of the dancers like to
squeeze them because they’re so soft
and spongy. You should have squeezed
them a few years back when we met
that time in Vegas.
SCORE: Well, I didn’t want to be rude.
COLT 45: (Laughing) I would have let
ya squeeze ’em for a while!
SCORE: Now you tell me!
COLT 45: (Laughing) I will say this
about myself, I think me and Kim
Kupps and Nikki Knockers, we have
the nicest feeling boobs.
SCORE: Where is Kim?
COLT 45: She’s still out there. She called
me two weeks ago just to shoot the shit.
I like Kim. She’s a great girl. Nikki
Knockers, too. In my opinion, she was
the number one feature. If you ask all of
the club owners, they would say Nikki
Knockers and Leslie Wells. Nice girls,
easy going, great with the guys and
they put on great shows.
SCORE: Where do you rank?
COLT 45: I don’t know. As far as bubbly,
I like to talk to people, regardless of
how much money they have. I know
girls who only go after the rich looking
guys. Me, I don’t care. As far as a
“show,” I don’t come close to Leslie
Wells and Devon Michaels. They’re
much better performers than me.
SCORE: You’re so humble.
COLT 45: (Laughing) I’m just honest.
I’m not much of a dancer. I’m more of
an entertainer. I don’t put on a big,
glamorous show. I do more of a person-

COLT 45
Continued from page 50

http://www.scoreland.com/pt=scrg9103/


Look for us at newsstands
or call to order your
action-packed issue!

1-800-421-0760
Beautiful, sexy women. Funny,

provocative articles. That’s Looker,
the new men’s lifestyle magazine
from The SCORE Group that gives

you more of what you really want.
Our international bevy of stunning

chicks bares all, and our writers dish
out the straight shit on the things

you really care about: sex, cars,
celebrities, music, movies and more.

Looker is about men behaving
badly…so it’s all about you.

LookerGirls.com

http://www.lookergirls.com/pt=scrg9103/
http://www.lookergirls.com/pt=scrg9103/
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al show–an audience participation kind
of things. I always ask the guys, “Do
you want me to paint myself or do you
want my boobs around your face?”
SCORE: An easy decision!
COLT 45: (Laughing) I think so!
SCORE: And you don’t lobby for your-
self too much. I can’t remember you
once bugging us to put you in the mag.
COLT 45: No, that’s not my style. I’m not
too conceited. I don’t own any gold or
diamonds. I spend all of my money on
my family trying to help them out. I’m
more of a giver than a receiver. It makes
me feel better about myself. I’ll even
comment about girls. When I see a
flawless, beautiful girl, I tell people.
And I’m not even gay.
SCORE: What’s beautiful in women?
COLT 45: I like pretty girls. Big boobies,
too, and I like tight, pink pussies, not
those big, hairy ones. (Laughing) I’d be
gagging the whole time. I like them lit-
tle, tight and pink, and I feel bad saying
this because a lot of my friends have
those big, baboon cookies.
SCORE: But, you’re not really bisexual.
COLT 45: I am when I drink too much.
Staci Staxxx’s roadie was gay, and she
used to ask me, “Colt, why do you only
like women when you’re drunk?” I
don’t know why, but I do. When I get
drunk, I flirt with women all the time.
And, I’m not gay at all. It’s weird.
SCORE: Sexually speaking, since we
have no porn references on you…
COLT 45: I love giving head…blowjobs.
That would be the best part of it. I’d
rather give head than have sex. That’s
how I get turned on. But, it would have
to be a man who can take it, I don’t
want to say rough, but, let’s put it this
way (laughing), “I didn’t suck start the
Harley; I swallowed it!” I can suck start
a Harley, the chrome off a trailer hitch! 
SCORE: Give us a blow-by-blow?
COLT 45: No, I’m not that kind of girl. I
will tell you that I like massaging it
with lotion, but then it tastes all yucky.
I’m a nice girl, too. I wouldn’t even use
a strap-on on a girl because I wouldn’t
know what to do. Plus, I would be
scared I would hurt her. I remember
Minka pulled me up on stage one time,
gave me a dildo to do her and my eye-
balls almost popped out of my head. I
was just looking at her thinking, “Okay,
now what do I do.” Minka looked at
me and said, “Colt,  you terrible!” I told
her, “Minka, I’m scared I’d hurt you.”
Then, her manager looks at me and

http://www.bustyangelique.com/pt=scrg9103/
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says (laughing), “Colt, she took Ron
Jeremy up the ass. I don’t think you’re
going to hurt her!” 
SCORE: That sounds just like Minka.
COLT 45: Oh, she’s great. I just love her.
She’s a lot like me on stage, too, because
Minka isn’t much of a dancer, but she
certainly isn’t shy. Minka will shove
anything up there. Me, a minute on
stage, I’m all over the guys. I’m picking
up beer bottles with my tits. I have to
tell you, when I pick up a beer bottle
with my tits, you can’t get it out.
They’re really soft, but boy are they
tight. Just like my pussy.
SCORE: No sucking beer out of a bottle
with your pussy?
COLT 45: No, I can’t do that. I bet
Stephanie Evans could. She once shot
water across a club with her pussy. Her
“pussy power show.” She shoots ping
pong balls, lit cigarettes, you name it.
Me, I don’t do any of that. I’m not a
cookie girl, I’m a big titty girl. I like to
smother guys with my tits. (Laughing)
I should rent them out a snorkel, too, so
they don’t have to come up for air! I like
it when guys walk away and say, “I had
a great time.” That makes me feel good.
SCORE: We’re almost out of time, so
instead of sex and fucking, I wanted to
ask you about…fishing! The biggest?
COLT 45: (Laughing) Thank you! I
swear, I swear, I’d fish from my living
room if I could. I love fishing. The
biggest is…eight inches! (Laughing)
Okay…a three-foot shark. A black-tip. I
like catching sharks because they put
up a really good fight. I don’t like those
fish that just swim to the boat.
SCORE: Catch and release?
COLT 45: Not in the past, but I think I’m
growing into an old softie because now
I just can’t stand to hurt them. I know
I’m getting old now because I’m start-
ing to feel sorry for fish.
SCORE: Well, honey, we’re out of
time…go fish! Unless you’d like to give
us blowjob details.
COLT 45: There’s really no way to
explain. I tell you, though, if they had a
popsicle sucking contest, mine would
be gone the fastest. No contest.
(Laughing) Vacuum cleaner companies
should call me to do commercials!
SCORE: And how should Hoover, or
any interested guys, get ahold of you?
COLT 45: I have an e-mail address
now…centerfoldcolt45@cs.com.
SCORE: Thanks for the talk, Colt.
COLT 45: My pleasure. See ya.

http://www.linseysworld.com/pt=scrg9103/


If any of you guys can look at Tara Moon and think…Nov. ’00 SCORE housedancer, dudes, you’re good! It’s been over three years,
but Chante, now known as T.M., is back in SCORE, with a list of credits as long as the Johnson we all wish we had. From Rikki
Lake to Jerry Springer to Jenny Jones to about 150 XXX films…Tara has reached the moon and is now approaching the stars.
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A FORMER “HOUSEDANCER-NEXT-DOOR” CUMS BACK IN A BIG WAY





TARA MOON
BIRTHDAY: May 15th
HEIGHT: 5’7” WEIGHT: 132 lbs.
MEASUREMENTS: 40-27-34
BRA SIZE: 34DD BORN: California
LIVES: Pompano Beach, Florida
WEBSITE: www.TaraMoon.com





So, Tara, you’ve done roughly 150 XXX-Rated hardcore
flicks, including Anal Angel and Bunn Busters?
“Actually, make that 151…I did one for SCORE, too!”
Oh, shit, we were gonna surprise guys. The video is in
production as you read, and as you can see from those
two other titles, Tara digs the backdoor action! Watch for
that video to be released some time this summer. And,
keep your eyes peeled and your hard-ons ready for an
XXX pictorial starring Tara in an upcoming SCORE Xtra.
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“implant in a bottle” that would
increase the bust size of the consumer
by two or three cup sizes in a matter of
weeks. Another product  was Follicure
to grow hair, Stature to increase height
and Long Jack to help your golf game.

That’s right, they sold a pill to
improve your golf game.

And, they sold a lot of them, estimat-
ed from corporate documents at $74
million in pills to between 350,000 and
500,000 consumers. Of that number,
corporate whistleblowers have estimat-
ed that Longitude made up 90% of the
sales, and presumably the golf pill was
the bottom dweller, although the actual
sales are speculated to be much greater
due to widespread and well orchestrat-
ed acts of internal fraud.

Under the terms of a civil complaint
settlement with the Arizona Attorney
General’s office, the state seized 13 lux-
ury homes and property valued at
more than $20 million, a fleet of luxury
cars and tens of millions of dollars in
cash from C.P. Direct and its main offi-
cers, Michael Consoli, Geraldine
Consoli and Vincent Passafiume.

It was Passafiume’s girlfriend,
Suzanne Rye, who told state prosecu-
tors that, in spite of the Longitude
advertisements stating the revolution-
ary penis pill was “a breakthrough
product that will make your penis
grow until you are satisfied with your
new size,” and that users should dis-
continue taking Longitude when they
hit nine inches to avoid causing dis-
comfort to their sexual partner, it was
all a not so elaborate hoax.

Rye confessed that she and
Passafiume studied ingredients listed
on websites advertising similar prod-
ucts before coming up with the
Longitude formula. She also admitted
that no medical experts were ever con-
sulted, nor was any scientific testing
done on the product. 

Not surprisingly, when court scien-
tists examined the different products
distributed by C.P. Direct for breast
enhancement, penis growth, hair, and,
yes, golf, each of the pills had the iden-
tical ingredients. The exact same ingredi-
ents. Pecker or putter, it didn’t matter. 

Ironically, the case against C.P. and
Longitude did not arise out of the

“GET A BIGGER…”
Continued from page 60

It's been several years since Diane Poppos did
a video. This new one is geared to the leg

lover—and huge-boobed Diane has quite a pair
of sexy legs. See her model a variety of hot
shoes and stockings while she coaxes the

viewer to blast-off time. Diane plays with her
pretty feet (and even licks them!), models sexy

lingerie and undersized bras and sucks on 
cigarettes and cigars. Like the saying goes,
"Pop for Poppos!" Diane appreciates your

Starringbig bust superstar
DIANE POPPOS!

StarringBig-bust Superstar
DIANE POPPOS!

MAIL TO: THE SCORE GROUP Dept. VO0104J, 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
❏ Send Me DIANE’S LEG, FOOT & SMOKING VIDEO ITEM #PIX136 for only $19.95 plus $7.00 P&H
❏ PAL (UK) Code PIX136P $24.95 plus $10 P&H                                                 Running time: 50 min.
❏ Voluptuous Subscribers check here to take advantage of your 15% discount. U.S., CANADA & MEXI-CO:
Shipping and handling is $7 for first video, $2 for each additional video ordered. Puerto Rico and Hawaii: S&H is $10 for first video, $2 for each additional
video. Sorry, no foreign checks. Foreign orders: S&H is $10 for first video, $5 for each additional video. By ordering, I certify that I am at least 18 years
old. FL residents add 7% state sales tax. Videos shipped in a discreet package to protect your privacy. Make all checks and money orders payable to:
The SCORE Group. U.S. funds only. (Note: Foreign orders are sent via int’l. airmail. The SCORE Group cannot be responsible for customs seizures.)

Indicate method of payment: ❏ Check ❏ Money Order ❏ Mastercard ❏ VISA ❏ American Express

Card # Exp.

Name Age

Address

E-Mail Address City State Zip___________

Signature (Required)________________________________________________________________VO0104J

INTERNET ORDERSwww.eBoobStore.com U.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760 
INTERNATIONAL 305-662-5959 24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952 WE SHIP IN 24 HOURS!

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=158&cat=&page=1
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inherent and obvious fraud in selling a
pill that would make you golf better,
but in the company’s marketing and
credit card practices. We have seen
many “testimonials,” many touting to
be independent, raving about Longi-
tude. Those who were dissatisfied had
problems getting back their money as
per the “guarantee,” and that’s when
the men with badges investigated.

Forgetting for a moment the “sucker
is born” truism, and that people should
consider any pill that helps you golf
better as a sign that you’re getting
rooked, at the heart of this entire indus-
try is…money. Which leads us to the
money-back guarantee and ordering
with a credit card, either via the tele-
phone or on a very professional, med-
ically appearing website.

Not to rip Enzyte too much, because
they do have some entertaining ads on
ESPN, but for those of you who call
their toll-free number or visit their web-
site and sign up for the “free” trial, we
advise you to bend over while ordering
and spread your ass cheeks wide.

In Enzyte’s defense, they did send
out a “free” 30-day trial (for a s&h
charge), and like all of the companies
we tested, it arrived in a plain envelope. 

However, after the first 30 days, we
received another 60-day supply and
our credit card was automatically
charged the “discounted” price of
$69.95. Should you order Enzyte, we
advise you to instruct your bank not to
accept any more debits (as we did), as
Enzyte attempted to redebit two
months later, in spite of their sending a
confirmation of our termination.

That’s all part of their “Established
Customer Program” and “Premier
Pricing” (a “special benefit available
only to Established Customer Program
members), which also provides a full
refund after purchasing a 12-month
supply, provided that you save ALL of
the bottles and the invoices. That’s part
of their “Three Great Reasons to Trust
Enzyte!” marketing approach.

I have three words for anybody
thinking about Enzyte.

“Don’t  do it.”
What a sham!
From those you talk to in the penis

growth industry, that’s business as
usual. Utilizing creative marketing
techniques that can dodge misrepre-
sentation and fraud statutes while still
piquing the interest of consumers and

50 Voluptuous Voluptuous 51

INTERNET ORDERS www.eBoobStore.com  U.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760
INTERNATIONAL +1-305-662-5959   24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952   

MAIL TO: The SCORE Group (Dept. VO0104F), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
❏ XL XTRA #3 VHS (#PIX151) $39.95 plus $7.00 S&H. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $46.95
❏ XL XTRA #3 DVD (#PIX151D) $39.95 plus $7.00 S&H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $46.95
❏ VOLUPTUOUS SUBSCRIBERS SAVE 15% XL Xtra #3 is XXX-Rated, 126 minutes. Shipping & Handling: US, Canada
and Mexico: $7 for first video, $2 for each additional. Hawaii & Puerto Rico: $10 for first video, $2 each additional. All other countries
(shipped airmail): $10 for the first video, $5 for each additional. FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to:
The SCORE Group. Sorry, no foreign checks. We accept int’l. money orders in US funds ONLY. Videos shipped in sturdy, discreet pack-
aging to protect your privacy. All sales are final. Damaged videos will only be exchanged for one of the same title if returned within 30 days of
receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

❏ ADD $5 FOR PAL (UK) VIDEO FORMAT. TOTAL COST OF VIDEO WITH SHIPPING AND HANDLING IS $54.95.
INDICATE PAYMENT METHOD: ❏ Check  ❏ Money Order  ❏ MasterCard  ❏ VISA ❏ Discover  ❏ American Express 

Name Age Card # Exp.

Telephone Number Address

City State Zip

Signature Email VO0104F
C R E D I T  C A R D  O R D E R S  W I L L  N O T  B E  P R O C E S S E D  W I T H O U T  A S I G N A T U R E

This is the XL Xtra video that delivers
more. More girls, more tits! Denise
Davies, Samantha, Paige Plenty, Nikki
Perez and Mandy Casa get
laid. Plus, super-
plumpers Lulu and
Sweety get
each other
off!

V-Mag superstar
Denise Davies
leads a cast of full-
figured babes in
raunchy fuck ‘n’
suck action! ’Cause big
girls need lovin’, too!

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=916&cat=&page=1


100% NATURAL 100%AMAZING
EXCLUSIVE PHOTOS AND VIDEOS OF POLAND’S TEENAGE
BUSTY SENSATION YOU WON’T SEE ANYWHERE ELSE!

T H E  # 1  I N E S C U D N A  W E B S I T E  I N T H E W O R L D

T H E  # 1  I N E S C U D N A  W E B S I T E  I N T H E W O R L D

http://www.bustyinescudna.com/pt=scrg9103/
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getting them to shell out that $69.95 or
more…with free shipping.

Consumers must just be blinded by
hope, because even Enzyte states in
their literature, “There is no known
ingestible proven to alter the natural
size or shape of the penis.” I.E., it ain’t
gonna work there, little guy.

It’s all a marketing sham, and a well
orchestrated, highly effective one that
has all in the penile enhancement field,
pill pushers and alternate enhancers,
on their guard.

A.J. “Big Al” Alfaro touts a regimen
of stretching and exercise as the only
legitimate path to penis expansion via
his website  www.forsize.com, and he
admits that both his website and “other
sellers have toned down their ad copy a
bit because of what happened to the
C.P. Direct guys.”

Big Al was also quick to note that,
“Even with the exercises, I can’t prom-
ise anything. You’ve got to be careful
what you say.”

Spoken like a true salesman.
There are a lot of them out there, and

not much the consumer can do except
use his own common sense.

Stephen Barrett, a retired psychiatrist
who operates the quackwatch.org web-
site believes consumers have to devel-
op their own defense mechanisms,
because nobody else will.

“The average person thinks that the
government protects us and that if a
product’s claims weren’t valid, it
wouldn’t be allowed,” Barrett warns.
“Obviously that’s not the case.

Common sense, say penis stretchers
Big Al and Brandon Reece, will take
consumers a long way.

“If a pill could make your penis
grow by somehow affecting the soft tis-
sue, it would swell your nipples and
lips and nostrils as well,” says Reece,
who states the obvious.

The problem is, people know the
obvious, but they want the fantasy. And
they’ll pay 50 bucks or more to get it.

A small price to pay for a lifetime of
lockerroom “oohs” and “ahhhs!” and
porn-stud status.

At SCORE, we paid a lot more for the
pills to do this article, although we can
always claim it was for journalistic pur-
poses and we never actually believed
the pills would work anyway. 

Perhaps if we spam everybody, like
the pill pushers do, our readers 
will actually believe us, too.

R INTERNET ORDERS www.eBoobStore.com RU.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760
R INTERNATIONAL +1-305-662-5959 R24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952 ORDER NOW! 

RMAIL TO: The SCORE Group (Dept. VO0104G), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
❏ A DAY WITH ANGELA WHITE VHS (#VD126) $24.95 plus $7.00 S&H TOTAL: $31.95
❏ A DAY WITH ANGELA WHITE DVD (#VD126D) $24.95 plus $7.00 S&H TOTAL: $31.95
❏ V-MAG SUBSCRIBERS SAVE 15% A Day With Angela White is X-Rated. Shipping & Handling: US, Canada and Mexico: $7
for first video, $2 for each additional. Hawaii & Puerto Rico: $10 for first video, $2 each additional. All other countries (shipped airmail): $10

for the first video, $5 for each additional. FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to: The SCORE Group.
Sorry, no foreign checks. We accept int’l. money orders in US funds ONLY. All sales are final. Damaged videos will only be exchanged for
one of the same title if returned within 30 days of receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. Videos shipped
in sturdy, discreet packaging to protect your privacy. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

❏ ADD $5 FOR PAL (UK) VIDEO FORMAT. TOTAL COST OF VIDEO WITH SHIPPING AND HANDLING IS $39.95.
INDICATE PAYMENT METHOD: ❏ Check  ❏ Money Order  ❏ MasterCard  ❏ VISA ❏ Discover  ❏ American Express 
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You’re on location with the Australian tit princess as she
prepares for her first photo shoot, exposes her tits and pussy to

Voluptuous’ photographer, masturbates and satisfies herself
with a steamy shower session. You won’t believe she’s only 18! 

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=938&cat=&page=1
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Oh yeah, we have a sweet tooth this
month, so who better to satisfy it than
Candy Hall. You remember this leggy,
busty babe…July ’03 dancer-next-door,
exotic looking hottie with the personali-
ty of a choir girl who has now posed
nude all of…two times. Double our
pleasure, double our fun? You betcha!

A YEAR OLDER AND
THAT MUCH SWEETER





The hottest topless bartender known to mankind. Actually,
that’s what Candy tells her parents, being the bashful type and
all, that whopper of a dildo notwithstanding. Actually, Candy is
a former local South Florida housedancer who is now in a So-
Be school for make-up design and styling. In the heart of the
modeling capitol of the the world, Candy has resisted offers
from the big name agencies to model mainstream, instead
wanting to work behind the scenes. That didn’t stop Candy from
coming back to SCORE for one more go ’round. Though, ac-
cording to Candy, this may be her last appearance at our office,
unless it’s as our studio stylist. Please, Candy, study hard!
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CANDY HALL
AGE: 23 BIRTHDAY: November 22, 1980 HEIGHT: 5’4” WEIGHT: 113 lbs. MEASUREMENTS: 38-24-38

BRA SIZE: 34DD LIVES: South Florida PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCE: July ’03
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SCORECARD
Continued from page 9

Susanne Brecht. I think she is the great-
est model of all-time. This shapely,
busty blonde was the epitome of femi-
nine beauty.

The 1990’s were a great time for big-
boobed babes, and Susanne Brecht led
the pack, setting the pace with her
blond locks, blockbuster body and big,
buxom breasts.

She has the face of an angel with
sweet looks and a spectacular body.
Susanne also had a special presence
before the camera, as though she was
actually looking at you in a sweet, but
very sexy way.

Her full breasts with pale pink areo-
lae seemed to have a life of their own.
Her areolae were like two pink roses
shining erotically on the alabaster skin
of her breasts. The flowing waistline
completed her hourglass figure.

Susanne’s beauty was sublime and
her erotic appeal overwhelming, obvi-
ously by my rambling.

Thank you for running this photo of
Susanne, and please, run more if you
have them.–A.R., New Jersey

GLAMOUR PHOTOGRAPHY?
Dear SCORE,

As a SCORE reader, I appreciate your
magazine very much.

However, I am wondering why you
show the big-breasted model putting
her fingers around her clitty or focusing
on that part of her body in every picto-
rial. This is not what I regard as glam-
our photography.

When I saw Cassandra’s clitty hang-
ing down from her body, I just had to
look away.

Why have you cut Diane Poppos’
body down under her head in two lay-
outs in 2003. Do you intend to obtain a
special impression by doing this?

All we ever see of Diane in SCORE
are two big breasts in a lodger room.

You should use the Jan. ’04 issue of
Julia Miles as a model of how to show a
big-breasted model. That was excellent.

If you just show massive breasts in
one picture, please lift the camera a bit
up on the model to show the rest of her
as well. This goes for all models. Even
though they have big breasts, I believe
each model has a personality as well.

Please try to have a slightly darker

http://www.chloesworld.com/pt=scrg9103/
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background to the photos of your mod-
els. That creates a more romantic frame
for the reader. Also, I love the “At
Home” articles. More.–T.T., Norway

BUSTY LINGERIE
Dear SCORE,

My name is M.A. and I am a fan of
your magazine. The last issue that I
have is the one with Ines Cudna, Dec.
’03. I really don’t have it with me
because I am in a men’s central jail in
downtown Los Angeles since March of
last year, and we are not allowed any
nude pictures, magazines, etc.

The only time I have a chance to see it
is when my wife comes and visits me.

I like women with big breasts. My
wife is a 38DD and when she comes and
visits me, she flashes them to me and it
turns me on.

I have a question.
My wife has a lot of trouble finding

sexy lingerie that accommodates her
large breasts and all of her curves. I
would like to know where you would
recommend she buy her sexy liner-
ie.–M.A., Los Angeles, California

Dear M.A.: Both Fredericks and Trashy
Lingerie in Hollywood have storefronts, and
online www.wickedtemptations.com has a
vast selection for the fuller-figured woman. 

THE CHELSEA QUANDRY
Dear SCORE,

Having recently received my issue of
the Feb. ’04 SCORE through the post via
subscription, I was amazed to see that
you published two wonderful photos of
Chelsea Charms.

I use the word “amazed” because
you hardly ever publish anything of
this truly beautiful and amazing model.
We get the odd photo now and again in
the “Boob Beat,” but that’s about it. Not
since your pictorial spread way back in
the March ’00 issue of SCORE have you
featured Chelsea.

Now, the only word I can think of is
“why?” Your magazine is the number
one big-boob magazine in the world.
There’s no denying that. I’ve been buy-
ing SCORE since it first came out and
think it is simply the best. That’s why I
just renewed my subscription for 2004.

But, may I ask this simple question? If
you’re “No. 1 in Big Boobs” and bring
your readers girls with the biggest
boobs, for example Casey, Minka and
Maxi on a regular basis via pictorials

Denise Derringer Harmony

Crystal Gunns

Lizzie 
Mills

THE BEST SELLING
SOLO CHICK MAS-
TURBATION VIDEO

SERIES OF ALL TIME!
THREE CUM-FILLED
HOURS OF CRYSTAL

GUNNS, DENISE
DERRINGER, LIZZIE
MILLS, HARMONY,
CINDY CUPPS AND

DEBBIE LEIGH!

Cindy Cupps

R INTERNET ORDERS www.eBoobStore.com RU.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760
R INTERNATIONAL +1-305-662-5959 R24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952 ORDER NOW! 

RMAIL TO: The SCORE Group (Dept. SC0604D), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
� BUSTY DILDO LOVERS #5 VHS (#VD127) $39.95 plus $10.00 S&H . . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $49.95
� BUSTY DILDO LOVERS #5 DVD (#VD127D) $39.95 plus $10.00 S&H . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $49.95
� YES, I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & SAVE 15%  � YES, I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & GET FREE S&H*
Busty Dildo Lovers #5  is X-Rated, 174 min. Shipping & Handling: For the purpose of tracking and security of your package, orders are shipped via express couri-
er, except those sent to P.O. Boxes. U.S.: $10 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. Puerto Rico, Canada & Mexico: $15 for the first
video and $2 for each additional video. All other countries: $25 for the first video and $5 for each additional video. *Free shipping offer for U.S.
and Canada subscribers only. FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to The SCORE Group. Sorry, no foreign checks.
We accept international money orders in U.S. funds only. Credit card orders must provide the exact credit card billing address in addition to the mailing
address if the two are different. Videos are shipped in sturdy, discreet packaging to protect your privacy. All sales are final. Damaged videos will only be
exchanged for one of the same title if returned within 90 days of receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. New ship-
ping costs are effective Nov. 1, 2003. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

� ADD $5 FOR PAL (UK) VIDEO FORMAT. INDICATE PAYMENT METHOD: �Check  �M.O. �MasterCard  �VISA �Discover  �AMEX

Name Age Card # Exp.

Telephone Number Address

City State Zip

Signature E-mail SC0604D

C R E D I T  C A R D  O R D E R S  W I L L  N O T  B E  P R O C E S S E D  W I T H O U T  A S I G N A T U R E

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=971&cat=&page=1
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and videos, why do you not do the
same with Chelsea Charms? She’s up
there with the rest and must be one of
the biggest-busted models of all-
time,which I’m sure you would agree
with. So, and here comes my question
again, why don’t you feature Chelsea
on a regular basis as you do all the other
girls I’ve just mentioned.

Do you not want her in SCORE? Is
she under some contract that prohibits
her from appearing in SCORE? Has she
fallen out or is she upset at SCORE?

These are some of the questions I ask
myself every time I receive your maga-
zine and Chelsea is not in it. I’m sure
I’m not the only one who buys SCORE
and and repeatedly asks the question,
“Where is Chelsea Charms?”

So, is it possible you could give me
and other readers of SCORE an answer
or an explanation? Come on guys!
Make me and thousands of other boob-
men happy and either feature Chelsea
in SCORE or give us all an explanation
why you don’t feature her any more.

I hope this letter isn’t too long, but I
just needed you to know and to explain
to you my disappointment in SCORE
not featuring Chelsea Charms.

I also hope, out of respect to a long-
time subscriber, that you will, at the
very least, publish my letter and give
me an explanation or some answers and
not simply throw this letter in your
office trash bin.–G.C., England

Dear G.C.: We have asked Chelsea
repeatedly over the past three years to pose
again, and each time we have asked, she has
declined our offer. Her reasoning is that she
does not want to appear in magazines any
more and prefers to have her photos strictly
on her website, www.chelseacharms.com,
where ironically, she still sells copies of the
March ’00 and June ’00 SCORE. Your let-
ter reminded us that it was time for to ask
Chelsea once again, as we do monthly, and,
again, she declined to pose. Feel free to go to
her website and voice your opinions
to Chelsea personally.

If you have comments, criticisms 
or suggestions, send them to: 

SCORECARD, 1629 N.W. 84 Ave.,
Miami, Florida 33126. Or e-mail 

us at: score@scoregroup.com

SEND YOUR LETTERS!

Starring 
Cassitty, Lisa 
Sparxxx, Meagan
Roberts, Sunshine,
Daphne Rosen and 
Nikki Perez in hard-
core action in which 
the emphasis is 
always on big tits!

DVD
BONUS! 
DENISE 
DAVIES 
TIT-
FUCKED!

R INTERNET ORDERS www.eBoobStore.com RU.S. & CANADA 1-800-421-0760
R INTERNATIONAL +1-305-662-5959 R24-HOUR FAX 305-662-5952 ORDER NOW! 

RMAIL TO: The SCORE Group (Dept. VO0104D), 1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126
❏ VOLUPTUOUS XTRA #7 VHS (#PIX152) $39.95 plus $7.00 S&H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $46.95
❏ VOLUPTUOUS XTRA #7 DVD (#PIX152D) $39.95 plus $7.00 S&H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . TOTAL: $46.95
❏ VOLUPTUOUS SUBSCRIBERS SAVE 15% Voluptuous Xtra #7 is XXX-Rated. Shipping & Handling: US, Canada and
Mexico: $7 for first video, $2 for each additional. Hawaii & Puerto Rico: $10 for first video, $2 each additional. All other countries (shipped
airmail): $10 for the first video, $5 for each additional. FL residents add 7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to: The
SCORE Group. Sorry, no foreign checks. We accept int’l. money orders in US funds ONLY. Videos shipped in sturdy, discreet pack-
aging to protect your privacy. All sales are final. Damaged videos will only be exchanged for one of the same title if returned within 30 days
of receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old.

❏ ADD $5 FOR PAL (UK) VIDEO FORMAT. TOTAL COST OF VIDEO WITH SHIPPING AND HANDLING IS $54.95.
INDICATE PAYMENT METHOD: ❏ Check  ❏ Money Order  ❏ MasterCard  ❏ VISA ❏ Discover  ❏ American Express 

Name Age Card # Exp.

Telephone Number Address

City State Zip

Signature Email VO0104D
C R E D I T  C A R D  O R D E R S  W I L L  N O T  B E  P R O C E S S E D  W I T H O U T  A S I G N A T U R E

SIX OF V-MAG’S HOTTEST NEWCOMERS
OF 2003 GET FUCKED EVERY WHICH WAY!

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=928


Let the fantasizing begin…You cruise into Super
Cuts for that quarterly haircut, and you spot her. 
An innocently flirtatious smile, cute face and a
rack that gets your cock throbbing. After a
few minutes, she calls your name, puts
a bib on you, then gives you that mas-
sage/wash, and you try like crazy to
think about baseball as her full
breasts rhythmically massage
your face. No such luck. Your
bib rises, her fingers stop,
and then she leans over
and whispers in your
ear…“It’s okay, my name is
Hana, and I’m glad you
find me attractive.”

THE SEXIEST, BUSTIEST
HAIRDRESSER IN THE WORLD?







HANA CEKOVA
AGE: 22   BIRTHDAY: August 21, 1981
HEIGHT: 5’1” WEIGHT: 126 lbs.
MEASUREMENTS: 42-28-38
BRA SIZE: 36E LIVES: Prague, Czech Republic
OCCUPATION: Hairdresser
PREVIOUS MAGAZINE APPEARANCES: Aug. ’03
SCORE, Oct. ’03 Voluptuous





Not at all bashful about
using a dildo, Hana told
us that she has to hide
her sex toys at home,
and that she only plays
with them when her par-
ents are out. “I can’t do
it when they are home. I
make too much noise.
Even though I try to be
quiet, I can’t help
myself. When it is inside
me vibrating, I get tingly
all over and the feeling
grows and grows until
this incredible explosion
hits me so hard, I almost
faint. It’s embarrassing
talking about it…But, I
like it. I like it a lot.” No
video, Hana? “God, no!
That would be too
embarrassing.” Damn
entertaining, though.
Just think about it, okay,
Hana? “I will, I prom-
ise.” That’s all we can
ask. Thanks for the sec-
ond look, Hana.
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Starring four of the best natural new dis-
coveries in their hardcore debuts.
Beautiful Czech Marketa (left, pictorial
on page 34) gives a slutty performance,
getting fucked in every position and lov-
ing every second! April ’04 SCORE Xtra
Euro-teen Iva gets an anal fucking for
the ages. Plus Brandy Talore makes
her XXX debut and so does March ’04
SCORE debutante Carmen. One of the
year’s best new XXX videos!  XXX-
RATED, 120 MIN., CHOOSE DVD OR
VHS FOR ONLY $39.95 PLUS S&H

No foo-foo glamour shit here. See six
SCORE bra-destroyers  get fucked
senseless in five fast and furious XXX
tales of raunchy, sleazy sex. Starring
superstacked Minka and Kayla
Kleevage double-teaming a big one,
2003 Model of the Year Julia Miles
makes her hardcore debut, Ashley
Evans, Haley Hills and Misty Knights
(left, pictorial on page 12 of SCORE
Xtra), all getting furiously fucked! XXX-
RATED, 120 MIN., CHOOSE VHS OR
DVD FOR ONLY $29.95 PLUS S&H

Autumn-Jade sucks and fucks like a
seasoned pro in her hardcore encore.
Watch as she undergoes an in-depth
gyno exam in which every orifice of her
body is checked. Plus, Cassandra gets
her butt-hole plowed big-time, mature
and sexy Kandi Cox rides some major
dick, stacked Nikki Diamond makes an
impressive boy-girl hardcore debut and
Victoria (left) gives an in-depth lesson
in sucking cock. XXX-RATED, 120
MIN., CHOOSE DVD OR VHS FOR
ONLY $39.95 PLUS S&H

When we first laid eyes on Kelly
Madison (left), we knew she was hot.
But we had no idea that her XXX boy-girl
debut would be so hot and nasty. So is
Kayla Kleevage, a mega-buster who
likes nothing more than hard cock up her
tight ass. And how about Alexis Amore,
who’s so little but has the capacity to
swallow and fuck monster dicks. Plus
Lisa Ann, Hannah Callow and
Madison doing the dirty deeds. XXX-
RATED, 120 MIN., CHOOSE DVD OR
VHS FOR ONLY $39.95 PLUS S&H

Busty SCORE-girls getting nailed in the
ass! You betcha! Nikki Diamond for
starters! She takes a fat cock in many
positions! And then there’s cute, petite-
n-stacked Kiki Daire taking the eight-
inch anal probe and screaming in
orgasm, “My ass just came all over
your cock!” Plus, super-stacked Minka,
dirty talker and fucker Debbie Leigh
(left), Kayla Cam and Latia Lopez in a
screaming, anal xxxplosion! XXX-
RATED, 147 MIN., CHOOSE DVD OR
VHS FOR ONLY $39.95 PLUS S&H

The hottest scenes from our best-selling
SCORE Xtra video series on one flick.
Plenty UpTopp goes to town on a big
cock. Haley Hills gives us a primer in
fucking. Brittany Love (left) is horny for
action. XXXena in nasty fucking!
Heather Michaels is one of the greatest
cocksuckers ever. And Adina shows the
cable TV guy just what installation is all
about. The DVD contains a bonus
Heather Hooters solo scene. XXX-
RATED, 120 MIN., CHOOSE VHS OR
DVD FOR ONLY $29.95 PLUS S&H

The ultimate Chloe collector’s edition on
high-resolution DVD. Tons of solo mas-
turbation and posing. Girl-girl sex with
Autumn, “Russian” Kathy and Julia
Miles. Two boy-girl fuckfests, including
Chloe’s XXX debut and her porn-stud
three-way, completely re-edited for DVD.
Loaded with extras, including the world
famous Big-Bust Lineup with Linsey,
Autumn, Kathy and Jessica Turner.
Now value-priced and a must for all
Chloe fans. XXX-RATED, 218 MIN., ON
DVD FOR ONLY $29.95 PLUS S&H

THE BEST OF
SCORE XTRA

SCORE
XTRA #8

THE BEST OF
CHLOE ON DVD

THE VERY BEST IN 
BIG-TIT VIDEOS & DVDS!

VIDEOCLUB
SCORE
XTRA #5

RATED
XXX

RATED
XXX

RATED
XXX

HARD
SCORE

RATED
XXX

SCORE
XTRA #7

RATED
XXX

SCORE
XTRA #9

OVER
2 HRS

RATED
XXX

NEW
LOW PRICE

$29.95

NEW
LOW PRICE

$29.95

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=612&cat=&page=1
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=1045&cat=&page=1
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=919
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=812
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=848
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=943
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=891&cat=&page=1
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� HARD SCORE VHS (ITEM #PIX160). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� HARD SCORE DVD (ITEM #PIX160D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� SCORE XTRA #5 VHS (ITEM #PIX128) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95
� SCORE XTRA #5 DVD (ITEM #PIX128D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95
� SCORE XTRA #7 VHS (ITEM #PIX141) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� SCORE XTRA #7 DVD (ITEM #PIX141D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� SCORE XTRA #8 VHS (ITEM #PIX149) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� SCORE XTRA #8 DVD (ITEM #PIX149D) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95

� SCORE XTRA #9 VHS (ITEM #VD153) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� SCORE XTRA #9 DVD (ITEM #VD153D). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $39.95

� THE BEST OF SCORE XTRA VHS (ITEM #PIX150) . . . . . . $29.95
� THE BEST OF SCORE XTRA DVD (ITEM #PIX150D). . . . . . $29.95
� MEGA-BOOB OLYMPICS VHS (ITEM #VD103). . . . . . . . . $29.95
� MEGA-BOOB OLYMPICS DVD (ITEM #VD103D) . . . . . . . . $29.95
� BEST OF CHLOE ON DVD (ITEM #PIX122D) . . . . . . . . . . . . $29.95
� BEST OF LINSEY ON DVD (ITEM #PIX130D) . . . . . . . . . . . . $49.95
� BUSTY DILDO LOVERS #4 VHS (ITEM #VD122) . . . . . . . $39.95
� BUSTY DILDO LOVERS #4 DVD (ITEM #VD122D) . . . . . . $39.95
� ULTIMATE JULIA MILES VHS (ITEM #PIX145) . . . . . . . . . . $39.95
� ULTIMATE JULIA MILES DVD (ITEM #PIX145D) . . . . . . . . . $39.95
Volume discount offer only valid for videos and DVDs in the Video Club. No substitutes. Shipping &
Handling: For the purpose of tracking and security of your package, orders are shipped via express courier,
except those sent to P.O. Boxes. U.S.: $10 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. Puerto Rico,
Canada & Mexico: $15 for the first video and $2 for each additional video. All other countries: $25 for the
first video and $5 for each additional video. *Free S&H only valid for U.S. & Canada only. FL residents add
7% sales tax. Make checks and money orders payable to: The SCORE Group. No foreign checks. We accept
int’l. money orders in U.S. funds only. Credit card orders must provide the exact credit card billing address in
addition to the mailing address if the two are different. Videos are shipped in sturdy, discreet packaging to pro-
tect your privacy. All sales are final. Damaged videos will only be exchanged for one of the same title if
returned within 90 days of receipt. The SCORE Group cannot be held responsible for Customs seizures. New
shipping costs are effective Nov. 1, 2003. By ordering, you certify that you are at least 18 years old 

ALL VIDEO
ORDERS
SHIPPED

SAME DAY!
When received 
by Noon (E.S.T.)

Cum with “The Natural,” Linsey Dawn
McKenzie, as she hosts a sparkling,
digitally mastered, DVD presentation
packed with lap dancing, hard-to-the-
core XXX, masturbation, Boob Cruise
action, underwater boob play and exclu-
sive interviews. From her 18th birthday
to her hardcore debut, it’s all here. Plus
rare, erotic footage of Linsey with Lorna
Morgan, Kerry Marie, Jessica Turner
and “Russian” Kathy in a London gym.
XXX-RATED, 192 MIN., ON DVD FOR
ONLY $49.95 PLUS S&H

Julia Miles, getting the fucking of her
life! Her boyfriend fucked her on SCORE
Xtra #5, and it was Julia’s first time on
camera. But this time, she gets a Big Brit
and loves every inch! So much that
when Julia’s boyfriend saw how much
she loved getting fucked by a porn stud,
he left her. Then he came to his senses
and came back, only now he actually
uses this video as his own training tool!
XXX-RATED, TAKE YOUR CHOICE
OF THE 129 MIN. DVD OR 90 MIN.
VIDEO FOR ONLY $39.95 PLUS S&H

Maxi Mounds, Plenty UpTopp, Minka,
Kayla Kleevage, SaRenna Lee and
Casey James in never before seen
boob-to-boob competition. One of the
greatest super-stacked line-ups ever!
With three-way strap-on fucking, jaw-
dropping hooterized combat, solo pussy
probing, erotic oiling, measuring, tit-
grabbing and pussy sucking, and bounc-
ing and floating boobs. Get up-close-
and-personal with the SCORE-girls. X-
RATED, 120 MIN., CHOOSE VHS OR
DVD FOR ONLY $29.95 PLUS S&H

It’s the attack of the dildo lovers, plug-
ging their tight pussies! Starring three
SCORE superstars: mega-boobers
Minka (the world’s bustiest Asian) and
her mindblowing melons, Colt 45 (picto-
rial and interview on page 42) stuffing
her pussy and busting her bra in rare
video and Brazilian legend Angelique,
plus Harmony Bliss, California Recall
Candidate Mary Carey and curvy natur-
al Michelle Bond of England.  X-
RATED, 131 MIN., CHOOSE VHS OR
DVD FOR ONLY $39.95 PLUS S&H

ULTIMATE
JULIA MILES

THE BEST OF 
LINSEY ON DVD

MEGA-BOOB
OLYMPICS

BUSTY DILDO
LOVERS #4

CHECK HERE FOR YOUR VOLUME DISCOUNT:
� I’M ORDERING 2 VIDEOS FOR $75 PLUS SHIPPING

� I’M ORDERING 3 VIDEOS FOR $105 WITH FREE SHIPPING

� I’M ORDERING 4 VIDEOS FOR $120 WITH FREE SHIPPING

� I’M ORDERING 2 DVDS FOR $90 PLUS SHIPPING

� I’M ORDERING 3 DVDS FOR $126 WITH FREE SHIPPING

NOW PICK YOUR VIDEOS & DVDS:

THE MORE YOU ORDER,
THE MORE YOU SAVE!

VIDEOS AS LOW AS $30!
DVDS AS LOW AS $42!

RATED
XXX

RATED
XXX

RATED
X

RATED
X

Card Number Exp.

Name Age

Address

City State Zip

E-mail

Signature SC0604E

CREDIT CARD ORDERS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED WITHOUT A SIGNATURE

� MAIL TO: TheSCORE Group (Dept. SC0604E), 
1629 N.W. 84 Avenue, Miami, FL 33126

� INTERNET ORDERS: www.eBoobStore.com
� U.S. & CANADA: 1-800-421-0760  
� INTERNATIONAL: +1-305-662-5959
� 24-HOUR FAX: 305-662-5952 
� YES, I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & SAVE 15%
� YES, I AM A SCORE SUBSCRIBER & GET FREE S&H*
� ADD $5 FOR PAL (UNITED KINGDOM VIDEO FORMAT)
Videos are shipped in NTSC format. All videos are 

available in PAL format for an additional $5.00 per video.

PAYMENT METHOD � Check     � M.O.   � MC   � Visa     � Discover     � Amex

NEW
LOW PRICE

$29.95

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=829&cat=&page=1
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=613&cat=&page=1
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=617&cat=&page=1
http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=908
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CHANTZ FORTUNE XXX
THE “SEX GODDESS OF THE 21ST CENTURY” IN SOME DOWN-TO-EARTH RAUNCH!

2 SCORE XTRA

Greetings SCORE-men, let’s whip out our cocks and offer a hearty-hard-on welcome back to Chantz Fortune,
err, make that Randi Rushmore. SCORE-girl from 1999, the woman formerly known as Randi is back, taking
a Chantz with a big mouthful of cock! Yep, she ate the whole thing, just the way we like ’em for SCORE Xtra.











What kind of lady is Chantz? In between her SCORE Xtra
fucking, one of our editors asked about her dress size,
and she yelled out, “I’m not the lady from Leave it to
Beaver!” Then she talked about all kinds of Fem Dom
stuff. “Yeah, I’m into kinky, fun stuff. A girl, a guy and a
big strap-on. Think of a big, horny fuck sandwich with
me in the middle.” What’s her ideal guy? “Any man who
likes dirty mind games.” Fantasies? “Too illegal to men-
tion!” June Cleaver she isn’t…thank goodness!



8 SCORE XTRA

FOUR ALL-NATURAL HARDCORE DEBUTS
Review by ELLIOT JAMES

The debut volume of a new XXX
series, Hard SCORE 100% All Natural
XXX, kicks off with four new major
discoveries worshipping trouser-
snake like a god. 

All four SCORE-girls–Marketa, Iva
Kleinova, Carmen and Brandy–are
fresh, young, pretty, shapely, and,

One of the most gorgeous and horniest big-tit naturals of the year, when you see Marketa with a dick in her mouth, you’ll never
want the scene to stop. You’ll think the same thing when you see Marketa getting tit-fucked, but it’s this Czech hottie’s horny
fucking that sets her apart. Watch for her grunting, squealing orgasm. It made us cum like crazy, and it’ll do the same for you!

SCORE VIDEO REVIEW

most importantly, have extremely
large, beautifully developed natural
tits. They’re bubbling over with the
hormones of horniness, so their on-
screen, no-condom fucking doesn’t
have the predictable look found so
often in the work of over-exposed
porno pros. 

As in the best-selling SCORE Xtra

hardcore video series, every scene is
videotaped for maximum boobage,
meaning the emphasis is always on
the girls’ knockers in some way. This
is what separates true big-tit hard-
core from your garden variety, A-cup
standard porn in which there is no
special concentration on the girl’s
chestal endowments, and it’s what

http://eboobstore.com/sc=188/customer/product.php?productid=1045&cat=&page=1


Riding a thick cock reverse
cowgirl is just one of the posi-
tions March ’04’s Carmen
assumes. Between doggie,
cowgirl, missionary, side-sad-
dle and even the famed pile-
driver, Carmen made her Hard
SCORE video debut a memo-
rable fuck, not only for the
viewer, but for her as well.

When you see Iva getting fucked in
the ass, you’ll know, she doesn’t just
love it, this 19-year-old lives for it!

separates all of The SCORE Group’s
big-titty videos from the rest of the
pack. We call it “Boob Vision.” If
you’ve seen any of the SCORE Xtra
videos or even this newest line, Hard
SCORE, you know what we’re talk-
ing about.

For this newest video, Hard
SCORE, our production team made a
special trip to Prague just to capture
Marketa and Iva in hardcore action.
The girls are worth all that and more
because they are two super smokin’
titters who know how to please a guy
in the sack with their heavy handfuls
of breast-flesh and two of the horni-
est, fuck-me-and-fuck-me-hard atti-
tudes we’ve ever seen.

MARKETA
Marketa is a Czech hottie first seen

in June ’03 Voluptuous and then in
Holiday ’03 SCORE and then doing
the hardcore thing in the  March ’04
SCORE Xtra. 

On Hard SCORE, we begin with
Marketta sitting on the bed with a
stunt-dick and they’re looking at a
pictorial of Rachel Love in the Sept.
’03 all-natural issue of SCORE.

“You think your tits are bigger
than hers?” he asks, using the
SCORE-man’s devious form of psy-
chology to goad her into proving
how hot she is between the sheets. 

“My tits are bigger,” Marketa
counters in a matter-of-fact tone.

This results in the guy lowering
her see-through top to suck on her
boobs for a spell before he sticks his
swollen knob in Marketa’s mouth
and between her cleavage. 

A true breast lover, he mounts her
full, beautiful tits for fucking as she
lays on her back. She squeezes them
together so his cock can slide through
the breast valley alternating with
Marketa sucking and jacking the tip.

It’s a tit-fuckers dream cum true,
and we could watch him nail
Marketa’s gorgeous…and we do
mean gorgeous…cleavage for hours.
In fact, you have to wonder why any-
body would leave her cleavage fuck-
tunnel, but every hardcore video
needs good fucking, and once
Marketa gets ready for cock, you
know that, as hard as it is to tear
yourself away from her boobs, heav-
en is but a pussy and mouth away.

He enters her hot, wet pussy in



missionary position and begins the
pumping action. Marketa gets fucked
in reverse cowgirl, sidesaddle and
doggie, each time getting drilled
hard enough to nearly break the legs
off the bed. 

It’s in doggy that Marketa has a
loud, grunting, squealing orgasm
from all the vigorous thrusting.

Then she mounts cock in cowgirl.
The camera gives us a great angle of
both Marketa’s swinging tits and her
firm, voluptuous ass. 

Marketa takes a break from riding
his stiffie to lick and jack it. She’s tit-
fucked again until her soft jugs coax a
massive load that covers her breasts,
neck and chin.

Seeing beautiful Marketa and her
major league hooters getting plowed
will only make you want to see more
of her, and the more you see of her,
the more she’s going to become one
of your favorites.

CARMEN
Carmen is an incredibly slim-n-

stacked nurse on her rounds. We
should all get a nurse like her instead
of those bitching battle-axes we’re
always stuck with. She enters her
patient’s room to give him a series of
exams which consist of using a
stethoscope and a blood pressure
cuff…on his big, fat, horny dick.

Hey, our type of nurse. For her last
exam, she sticks a thermometer in his
mouth while she mounts him and tit-
fucks his rock-hard pole with her
world-class boobs. This is shot in
point-of-view which makes you feel
like it’s your cock getting treated. 

Carmen doffs her nurse’s uniform,
leaving on only her heels. She
mounts the patient again and per-
forms one of the greatest, saliva-drip-
ping, slurping blowjobs we’ve ever
seen, on the same legendary level as
Sierra’s rod-sucking. 

Carmen turns around and in dog-
gie position shows her fine ass cheeks
to the patient, spreading her wet
snatch open for his finger. Holding
her tits with both hands, Carmen gets
on her back for a missionary fucking.
Her tits jiggle like only natural, big
breastflesh can, as her hips swivel in
response to the thrusting man-pipe.

The camera then shifts to a point-
of-view that makes you feel like

Click here to continue

http://www.nicolepeters.com/pt=scrg9103/


HARDCORE MISTY KNIGHTS
VOUS LEZ VOUS COU SHEZ BIG TITS? PARLEZ VOUS FUCK & SUCK? DO YOU HAVE TO ASK?

We’ve all had the fantasy…cute French-maid, big tits, pretty face, shuffling around the house, giving you ass
and cleavage shots while you jack off in the bathroom to the memory. Normally you have to go to sleep to 
fuck her in dream-land, but this month, there’s no need. SCORE Xtra is in the house, and so is our French Maid.
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MISTY KNIGHTS
BIRTHDAY: June 29   HEIGHT: 5’4”   WEIGHT: 122 lbs.   MEASUREMENTS: 42-24-34   BRA SIZE: 34EE   

BORN: Tampa, Florida   LIVES: Coral Springs, Florida   PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCE: March ’04   
VIDEO: SCORE Xtra #5 (XXX-Rated, available in the Video Club on page 98 of this month’s SCORE)





J U N E 2 0 0 4 C E N T E R F O L D



Does Misty Knights
speak French? Who
cares! She’s got a
big valley, a great
cocksucking mouth,
and she does all the
fucking and sucking
you can imagine on
video. SCORE Xtra
#5 is the flick, and
because Misty is a
fantasy girl cum
true, she makes
another SCORE-
reader fantasy cum
true on Xtra #5–
the lapdancing cop.
Hey, who needs
reality when you
have a busty French
Maid and a lap-
dancing cop with
tits like Misty’s!
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you’re the one doing the fucking. 
A side-saddle hump is next.

Carmen is a squealer and makes a lot
of noise during the whole video, but
this scene in particular got us going
from all of the great audio. No boring
elevator music or annoying hard rock
necessary to get you pumping. At
SCORE we prefer the sounds of
screwing, and with Carmen on Hard
SCORE, you get lots of them.

Next, her patient gets her into a
modified doggie with one leg further
up than the other which gives us a
great view of her chest and gravity-
pulled hangers as she’s furiously
fucked from behind. 

Carmen’s next fuck position gives
us another perfect view of her splay-
ing tits as she squats on cock, finger-
ing her clit. The showstopper is when
Carmen gets piledriven; laying on a
pillow on the floor, her legs pulled
backwards so that her ass is in the air,
her tits are splayed and pointing to
her face and her hands are holding
her ankles in place. A final suck-off

HARDSCORE
Continued from page 10

We couldn’t believe cute Brandy
Talore did hardcore for us, but once
she started on this fat cock, we just
couldn’t stop watching!

http://www.tawny-peaks.com/pt=scrg9103/


and Carmen’s gorgeous tits are splat-
tered in patient-paste. 

Carmen is another SCORE-girl
you’ll want to see again eating cum.

IVA KLEINOVA
We found 19-year-old Iva in the

Czech Republic shortly after discov-
ering countrywoman Marketa. She
debuted in a solo pictorial in Holiday
’03 SCORE, and we gave you a good
look at her ass-fucking escapades in
the April ’04 SCORE Xtra.

Czech girls, like many Euro-babes
on the continent, are a videograph-
er’s dream cum true because many of
them love to fuck on camera, and
they won’t spend years just doing
solos or girl-girls before they agree to
XXX boy-girls. (Zuzanna and
Cassandra are two famous examples.)

The boob-psycho who hammered
Marketa earlier lavishes praise on her
wonderful rack by fucking Iva’s per-
fect tits as she sits on the edge of the
bed. Iva is only wearing panties and
heels. She alternates sucking his meat
and rubbing it on her breasts. On her
back, she plays with her tits while
she’s injected with hard cock, then, in
something you almost never see in
adult videos, he alternates between
fucking her ass, fucking her pussy
and fucking her mouth without any
interruption whatsoever. 

This is the all-time raunchiest bit of
action ever in a SCORE video. They
switch to reverse anal cowgirl, expos-
ing her cock-filled ass and opened
pussy before, without an edit we
promise you, her pussy is stuffed
with cock. Iva sucks her nipple and
squeezes her tits while she’s ham-
mered in her pussy side-saddle. 

In doggy with hanging boobs,
Iva’s again banged in both her pussy
and in her asshole without a break. 

These Czech girls will do anything,
and Iva clearly enjoys sex when the
guy is controlling and demanding.
Iva asks that her tits be squeezed
hard and her asscheeks spanked
hard. She bites and licks her tits in
raw passion as her ass is fiercely
fucked. Once again in sidesaddle, her
young asshole and cunt are drilled at
jackhammer speed. The camera
lingers on this without any cutaways.
Holding her tits tightly together,
Iva’s breast-fucked again until the
guy can no longer take anymore and
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blasts her tits and face in one of the
hottest couplings SCORE’s ever shot.

Iva is eager and enthusiastic for
fucking, bringing the young girl’s
fascination with a man’s hard dick to
its ultimate levels.

Plus, and we state this having seen
all kinds of anal videos and pretty
much every big-titter who has ever
done anal in 30 years, we’ve never
seen a 19 year old like Iva take it in
the ass with this much passion and
this often in one video, squealing
with pure joy and pleasure with each
thrust. The girl can take it in the ass
like few women in the world, and
with her cute face, curvy body and
great, all-natural boobs, she’s des-
tined to become one of the world’s
greatest porn superstars.

BRANDY TALORE
Brandy is one of 2003’s best dis-

coveries. She’s a pretty, 22-year-old
cutie with a cock-hardening body, lit-
tle-girl voice and the kind of natural,
very large tits that everyone dreams
of sucking and fucking. 

It’s been a big year for Brandy in
solo action. Your trusty reviewer has
been in touch with Brandy over the
past months, asking, hoping, praying
that she’d consider taking hard cock
for the team. Ask enough and ye
might receive. 

As the video begins, our big dick-
surrogate is reading Voluptuous when
there’s a knock on the door. Why, it’s
Brandy, selling subscriptions to
SCORE and V-Mag and campaigning
for Newcomer of the Year.

He’s already got subs so there’s
only one thing to do…fuck Brandy.
There’s some standing breast wor-
ship, then Brandy gets on her knees
to oralize his meat-shaft, her sweet
lips sliding up and down the pole.
They get on the bed so Brandy can
continue her knob-gobbling while his
fingers massage her gorgeous pussy. 

“Eat my pussy,” the lil cutie
implores in her babydoll voice. 

She asks for cock in her dripping
wet pussy and gets it in missionary
while she licks and rubs her tits. 

We had to practically slap our-
selves upside the head seeing that
Brandy was actually getting fucked
for the first time in front of the
SCORE cameras because we thought
we were just hallucinating.
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http://www.desiraesworld.com/pt=scrg9103/
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Let’s face it. We fantasize about
fucking these girls while we look at
their bodies in solo pictorials so to
see them take cock is awesome. 

The combination of Brandy getting
a cock slid into her pussy while she
plays with her jugs and stares at the
camera with a pleading expression
will have you going through enough
tissue paper to stock a hospital. They
do a sidesaddle screwing next with
more of that Brandy “fuck me” eye-
contact before she gets on her knees
for a spanking and doggy fuck. Her
mouthwatering hangers dangle and
swing an inch from the mattress
while she’s doggied. Reverse cowgirl
and then cowgirl humping with
mucho breast handling and eye-con-
tact is next. A point-of-view piledriv-
ing of Brandy on the floor should fin-
ish you off. It did this reviewer. Little
Brandy gasps, moans and groans
while the big cock spreads her fresh
pussy lips open wide in this exciting
male-dominant position.

Finally, she gets on her back and
licks his hanging nuts and cock to
earn her reward, a goo shower over
her beautiful, big tits as she lays on
her back in rapture. 

This reviewer had to watch the
Brandy segment twice as a reality-
check even though I knew damn well
she’d done the deed. After all, a hole
in the wall by my desk gives me a
complete view of the SCORE studio.

The video is available on VHS and
DVD (same price either way) and the
DVD extras are video footage of
Brandy and Carmen posing for solo
magazine pictorials (in Carmen’s
case, her debut SCORE pictorial in
the March ’04 issue) plus a slide show
of five hardcore still photos of each of
the four girls in this video. There are
also previews of other SCORE Group
videos and website previews. 

As a SCORE magazine staff mem-
ber for over ten years, I personally
guarantee you’ll love all of the girls
and the xxxplicit hardcore action in
this first volume of Hard SCORE. 

I know I did!

w w w . S c o r e V i d e o s . c o m
A L L  T H E  V I D E O S  Y O U  W A N T,  N E V E R  A  L A T E  F E E !

• The all-video 
Internet super site 
from the guys at Scoreland.com.
• Download complete movies

from The SCORE Group’s
extensive video catalog.

• Videos from R-rated to XXX 
hardcore action.

• Updated daily 5 days a week.
• Over 400 minutes of video 

added monthly.
• The price is right 

to join now!

• The all-video 
Internet super site 
from the guys at Scoreland.com.
• Download complete movies

from The SCORE Group’s
extensive video catalog.

• Videos from R-rated to XXX 
hardcore action.

• Updated daily 5 days a week.
• Over 400 minutes of video 

added monthly.
• The price is right 

to join now!

http://www.scorevideos.com/pt=scrg9103/


SAHOLY NO HOLES BARRED
FEB. ’04 SCORE DEBUTANTE SAHOLY MAKES A BIG HARDCORE DEBUT!

Talk about going all the way! Back in the Feb. ’04 SCORE, we told you how Saholy showed up at our office,
having flown all the way from Indonesia to see if she could be in SCORE. She wanted to do hardcore, but we
didn’t have a male performer available, so Saholy came back a month later and took the XXX plunge…anally!
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SAHOLY
AGE: 27   BIRTHDAY: July 4, 1976
HEIGHT: 5’3”   WEIGHT: 103 lbs.   
MEASUREMENTS: 37-24-36   BRA SIZE: 32DD   
BORN: Madagascar   LIVES: Indonesia   
PREVIOUS SCORE APPEARANCE: Feb. ’04
VIDEO: SCORE XTRA #10 (XXX-Rated hardcore
debut video with anal, available on page 23 of 
this month’s SCORE)
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Saholy actually wanted to practice before doing anal for
SCORE Xtra #10. Rather than work on a dildo, she said,
“Why don’t we do one fuck for the video and another for
the magazine? I want to fuck a lot. I want to cum!” Trust
us, she did that and then some. She’s the wife of SCORE
reader, who told us (while he watched his wife in action)
that it has always been Saholy’s dream to be in SCORE,
but what she really wants is to be a porn star and to get
dicked by porn’s biggest male studs. Saholy gets off on
it and the more she fucks, the more she cums. When you
love what you’re doing, you do it good! Saholy’s proof.



The video is SCORE Xtra #10, it’s on page 23 of this month’s SCORE, and it has a shitload of anal sex and hardcore
debuts, including Saholy getting nailed to the hilt in every hole. Plus, there’s one wild scene where she gets fucked in the
ass while her pussy gets shaved. Yeah, we couldn’t believe that one either. But, seeing is believing, and you’ll definitely
be a believer when you jack off a 100 times to Saholy on SCORE Xtra #10. How do we know? We speak from experience!
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